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Academics ore just a starting place for the
UNH Wildcat. UNH students tal-.e the time to get
involved, to gain experience in their fields from
business to journalism to chemistry. UNH
students go on to be of service to their communities. UNH students mal-.e a difference.

Life for the UNH Wildcat is embodied with
the spirit of rich traditions, the hourly chime of
Thompson Holl, lazy foll afternoons in the football stands and the annual Quad water fight .
Each day UNH voices pride in itself through its
traditions.

The

small towns around UNH offer the commuter another way to grow. Off campus life
hos a challenge all its own, from the constant
struggle of catching the Kori-Von or of finding
time to study and cool,; dinner too. Off campus
living- a UNH way of life.
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Home

for the Wildcat could be a dorm with
the small home-like atmosphere, or large scale
living in one of the high-rise residence halls.
Home could mean a fraternity or sorority or
even living off campus. One thing is certain
though, wherever Wildcats gather, their love
for UNH is revealed.

LIV£ fRE[ OR DIE

UNHBU

The

UNH Wildcat's friendly spirit brings
students together. Although the enrollment tops
the 10,000 student mark, it is rare to walk across
campus and not meet a friend. The UNH spirit of
brotherhood shines throughout the year, from
homecoming to graduation.
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Seniors
Senior year for the class of 1983 will be
remembered as a time of bright hopes and a
persistent belief in the American dream of
success despite a shaky economy. It's a time
when career plans, dreams of a lifetime are
being altered by hiring freezes and interview cancellations. It could be called the era
of the computer, and it's certainly a time to
make the most of those special friendships
before the inevitable final parting, the fated
entrance into the real world.
The time spent at UNH has prepared
seniors for the world that is beckoning them,
whether it means graduate school, engineering, high finance, or marriage. The practical
experience gained in computer classes or the
engineering labs was more than just
something to put on a resume. The discussions, paper writing, and pages and pages of
reading taught something equally important,
the simple art of thinking. The call of the real
world is more than a little frightening, but
UNH seniors have nothing to fear, they have
what it takes to make a mark on the world,
to survive life away from the university
goldfish bowl.
The learning experiences for the class of
'83 began in the classrooms and laboratories
and spilled over to thousands of different
areas. College Woods was nature's open
text book for those who took the time to read
her. Dorm living was a how-to-manual on
Communication. Exercising at the Field House
taught perseverance, and fostered strength.
The cultural life was all around the class of
'83 as it matured, ready to be absorbed.
Graduating seniors can be proud of what
they learned at UNH, knowledge that will
follow them forever, where ever they go,
from small town New England to the big apple cities of the nation.
Through their years at UNH issues shaped
the growth of the class of 1983. The draft,
take back the night, El Salvador, the 1980
presidential election, the drinking age
debate, campus housing, declining financial
aid and rising educational costs are only a
few issues that affected the graduating class.
UNH seniors have seen college presidents
come and go, deans vacating their positions,
and faculty fleeing UNH for better jobs and
higher salaries.
As the class of '83 dons their black caps
and gowns, they have the assurance that
Durham, home of the Wildcat, will always
be a home for them. Durham will be
remembered as a place where friends supported friends, where minds were shaped
that have the potential to make a difference
in the world.
It's time to say good-bye to the chime of
Thompson Hall, to chilly winter nights at
Snively cheering the electric maneuvers of
the hockey team, to late nighters at Dimond
Library and to Tin Palace pizzas. The real
world is calling . . .

The arrival of spring at UNH is marked
with annual , ritualistic events. Freshmen
decide that their first year of college
wasn 't that bod ofter all , and seniors
become affected with that malady
known as Senioritis. Their minds ore filled
with thoughts of finals and jobs. The
friendships and ties of four years
become more appreciated in the lost
few months of school than ever before.
The lawns through the campus toke on
invigorated new life, and lilacs burst in
to vibrant purple bloom . Frisbies, bikes,
bathing suits, and tennis rockets appear.
The rites of spring signal the imminent
approach of graduation. As Thompson
Holl chimes each year, UNH sends
another contigent of graduates wearing
mortar boards in to the real world .
UNH 's degree bearing students enter
the military, and the world of high
finance or attend graduate school. The
class of 1983 will become engineers,
educators, doctors, and writers. They
leave their home of four years for other
places. A tough job market awaits the
class of 1983, but somehow they' ll
manage.
The class of 1983 will manage, but
what about the educational institution
that they leave behind? Con UNH hove
a successful future in the 80's with all its
financial problems? UNH is not only
faced with budget problems and cutbacks, but with the loss of three key administrators: President Evelyn Handler,

Vice President of Financial Affairs Fronk
sity get through its current problems.
Bachich, and LS+A Deon Kurt Feltner. Hir" A budget cut," said Rutman , " for
ing freezes prevent employing needed
whatever reason, translates in the end
maintenance people or giving existing
into something that is not there when
employees much needed raises . A ship
teacher and student come together, a
at sea needs a captain , a helmsman, a
book that is not in the library, a piece of
first mate, and a crew . UNH is no
laboratory equipment unavailable ."
different.
Rutmon 's speech in on era of missing
Each edition of the school
faculty, absent administrators, declining
newspapers hove carried the obituary
budgets, and class cut bocks captures
of a course , or of a terminated teacher
the essential problems of UNH . Evelyn
who fell victim to the budget axe.
Handler, said that she was " tired of beCourses of 401 and 501 English bit the
ing powerless to do the simplest things"
dust, and in a society where few people
before she left, thanks to the state of
hove strong language skills, what hap- · New Hampshire 's legislative control of
pens? Teachers in the foreign language
the school. New Hampshire is one of the
deportments ore let go, and closse~ ore
lowest roted states in terms of educacut right and left.
tional funding , with in state tuition at
Don 't think the school of Liberal Arts is
UNH one of the highest in the notion. A
the only school hit with problems. The
recent study by the University of
school of Engineering is dealing with outOregon roted UNH 103rd out of 105
dated equipment and high replaceschools in terms of its funding and proment costs. Faculty at the school ore
grams. As students we deal with these
paid such paltry salaries that no one con
problems every day . Those of us who
blame them for fleeing academia for inread the newspapers ore aware of
dustry . Who suffers? The students. The
what is going on, but we feel powerless
Whittemore school hod seven faculty
to do anything to solve them .
positions open this year meaning over
As new graduates, Closs of 83, it's up
crowded classes, and over worked
to you to get involved in solving some
Professors.
of the school's problems. Vote for
legislators who core about education
When History Professor Dorrett Rutand the funding of UNH . Become active
man spoke at Honors convocation this
in the Alumni Association and their acyear he begged students and faculty to
tions on behalf of the school that gave
remain committed to the University. He
them so much. Fight for funding of arts
begged them not to give up, and to do
programs. Be a UNH contributor.
whatever they could to help the Univer-
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Chronology
"Hey did you hear the news?" was a frequent question in the 1982-83 academic year
that provided UNH Wildcats with plenty to
discuss over dinner. Each day the big national papers seemed to be filled with sensational headlines. while local news was hardly dull.
Students moved back to Durham and
found themselves faced with a new stricter
alcohol policy. The Red Cross celebrated their
70,000th pint of UNH blood, while on the international scene Lebanese president elect
Gemayel was killed by a bomb. In Chicago
the Tylenol poisoning created a national
scare after seven people died.
As the trees turned yellow and orange in
October. the UNH Wildcats settled in to the
semester. On October 14th. UNH President
Evelyn Handler announced her decision to go
to Brandeis as its new President. Within a
week Evelyn was in the headlines again.
this time for the Alumnus magazine burning
controversy.
The temperature started cooling in
November as winter drew nearer. On campus the issue of Smith Hall as an international
dorm sparked criticism of residential life .
Leonid Brezhnev died on November 10th
causing a tide of international speculation
about his successor's identity .
Holiday spirit abounded as Wildcats
cruised toward finals. The cheer was evident
when the new wave group the Motels
rocked campus.
The start of semester II brought the loss of
LSA Dean Kurt Feltner. play off aspirations for
many of the winter sports teams and a new
budget conscious governor, John Sununu .
Residential life started talking about a
housing lottery, much to the outrage of dorm
residents, and for once Winter Carn ival had
more than enough snow for sculptors. 125
million viewers said good-bye to the ir friend
Hawkeye and the M * A * S* H crew on
February 28th .
March meant play-off fever for those
dedicated UNH hockey and basketball fans,
and to those students who couldn ' t take
winter another second longer, it meant
balmy breezes on spring break in warmer
climates - Florida , Bermuda , California , and
cheap air fares.
April in Durham was filled with students
celebrating the rites of Spring , endless hours
of Frisbie throwing, jogging. picnicing by Mill
Pond.
On the first of May, the annual Honor's
Convocation was held, recognizing the
academic achievement of hard work ing UNH
students. Finals began on the 18th of May,
and Seniors had their last flings before the
Thompson School graduation on May 22nd
and the Bachelor degree graduation on May
28th .
1982-1982, a year of changes and a year
of excitement, at UNH and the rest of the
globe.

liOMl:COMl~f3 1~S~
"Hats Off to the MUB"
25th Birthday of the
Memorial Union Building

Rain , cheering , a nd football were all
port of Homecoming 1982. The foll
festivities started with a bonfire ond singing
by the New Hampshire Gentleman and
the Notables. Everyone wos preparing for
a weel~end of celebrating . By Friday , more
than alumni showed up on compus.
Former UNH hockey standout and star of
the TV series, " The Rool~ies," Mil~e
Ontl~eon spol~e to the students and attended the UNH Alumni Hocl~ey Gome.
The next morning the campus come
olive . Saturday began with the Fifth Annual
Homecoming Rood Race and the annual
Homecoming Parade .
Dormitories and Greek System 's fraternities and sororities and even the California
exchange students drew their handmade
floats down Main Street. In the afternoon ,
they all participated in a contest of cheers
while the UNH Wildcat football team bottled Bucl~nell University. And ofter the
game UNH celebrated the twenty-fifth
birthday of the MUB. Guests of honor included UNH President Evelyn Handler and
Alumni President Herb Stebbins.
Even the rain couldn 't stop this
homecoming parade.
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Academia
Academic institutions like UNH have
been presented with a challenge for the
80' s, how to provide quality education in
the light of declining financial support.
Learning is a common goal for UNH
students, but without the strong foundation
money provides, how can UNH continue its
tradition of academic excellence? Will the
Wildcat be able to keep smiling on a shoe
string budget?
Budget problems are being felt in every
school and department. The College of
Engineering and Physical Science was
lucky enough to earn a new computer
system, but the school still needs money to
update and expand its departments.
Faculty ore fleeing the Whittemore School
for higher salaries, leaving nine positions
vacant. The school of Liberal Arts is holding
its own while Dean Feltner leaves his position in the school of Life Science and
Agriculture for KSU's greener pastures. The
most prominent departure in 1982 was
Evelyn Handler's acceptance of the
Brandeis Presidency.
UNH's academic situation isn't completely cloudy however. Many of the academic
deans give UNH students high marks on intelligence, dedication and interest.
Wildcats get involved, taking every opportunity to grow, seeking internships, and
career oriented jobs. Students share a part
in the decision making process on campus.
The state of the economy has given UNH
a challenge for the future. With hard work,
the dedication of the remaining faculty ,
and the concern of students, UNH just might
keep on winning .

" If UNH hos a weakness, " soys Gordon
Haaland, " It's that we don 't think highly
enough of ourselves . Our resources compete very well with other schools. "
Gordon Haaland hos come to l~now UNH
well in his four years as vice president of
Academic Affairs. He is familiar with the
many sides of the university because his
job is multi-faceted. His days ore spent in
numerous ways: planning new majors,
meeting with deans, allocating financial
resources, developing computer use, or
studying the admissions requirements .
Hoolond 's eyes wrinkle at the corners
when he smiles and soys " I come in at

VICE-PRESIDENT GORDON HAALAND
about 8:00 each morning . There is on incredible amount of people to see . My staff
and I estimate that I spend about 35 hours
a week in meetings. "
The budget situation also occupies much
of Hoolond 's time .
Soys Haaland, listing some of the
changes caused by money shortages,
" We 've cut travel by 50 percent, put
restrictions on equipment purchases and
hiring . It means we can 't be as broadly
based as we once were ."
An empty coffee mug sits on the table in
Hoolond 's office in Thompson Holl. A
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bookcase filled with books and folders lines
the wall. Haaland, a former psychology
professor at UNH enjoys both UNH students
and their school.
" The UNH student is a capable person ,
modestly academically oriented , certainly
career oriented. UNH students ore involved
participants. ''
" UNH is a good, quality environment
with dedicated faculty and a student body
who wont to be here."
Another aspect of Hoolond 's job involves meeting and working with alumni.
Soys Haaland of UNH alumni , " They give

us support, encouragement They' re
valuable people.''
Three times a year Haaland makes
alumni trips. His trips this year hove included New England, Florido, and a spring
break visit to Texas .
His hobbies include tennis, soiling, and
cycling . Lost summer Haaland shed his
grey office suit for cycling gear, and biked
from Dover to 13or Harbor Moine in one
day.
Soys Haaland ' 'The goal of education is
for people to learn how to learn." At UNH,
Haaland does just that.

After a long day in Thompson Holl planning the budget, evaluating services, or
meeting with campus officials, Fronk J.
Bochich, vice-president of Financial Affairs
and Administration returns to his Madbury
home. He buries himself in a good detective novel and is oblivious to the world.
Soys the white haired Bochich , " I give as
much of my energies to the job as possible. I om bushed when I go home so I lose
myself for a while reading detective
stories.''
On the weekends Bochich sheds the tie
and monogrammed shirts of his office for
on apron. He loves to cook, spending five
or six hours in the kitchen preparing trench
and northern Italian specialties.
Bochich come to UNH in 1981 from a

medical school.
" I was working at a medical school but I
wonted to broaden my experiences. I
wonted the experience of a full
university .''
His job involves all decisions relating to
the financial well being of the school and
its services. His office is filled with folders
and blueprints. A computer terminal is
within easy reach .
Bochich rotes UNH students highly on
their intelligence, motivation , and
awareness of the problems facing their
school.
" I was tremendously impressed by the
student body. It was very refreshing and
rewording for me to hove a student body

that is such on integral port of UNH."
Some of the problems Bochich hos dealt
with this year at UNH include declining state
aid, differential tuition, parking fees, deferred maintenance, and raises for the
faculty and staff. One thing is certain,
Bochich 's job is seldom easy.
"Our budgets weren't set until two
weeks into the semester this year. You
hove to make choices and reduce costs
where you con.
Choices ore what Fronk J. Bochich 's job is
all about. In Moy, Bochich mode another
news worthy choice . He announced that
he was leaving UNH for the greener
postures of St. Louis University. It may be
his gain, but it will certainly be UNH's loss.

VICE-PRESIDENT FRANK BACHICH

J. GREGG SANBORN, STUDENT AFFAIRS
The key to J. Gregg Sanborn 's personality is his love of " working with others and
having a positive impact on people," a
love that serves him well in his job as UNH' s
Deon of Student Affairs.
As on undergrad Zoology major at UNH
with on interest in dentistry, he developed
this interest in people and their educational
system , on interest that would bring him
bock to UNH ofter a five year stint in the Air
Force.
The blond-haired Sanborn 's job as Deon
of Student Affairs involves responsibility for
all non-educational and support services
except intercollegiate sports. His work includes developing, planning , and working
with the presidential cabinet as well as
coordinating activities with the academic
deans. He attends everything from trustee

to student senate meetings.
Constant changes at UNH make his job
unpredictable.
" I wouldn't enjoy work in some factory
making water widgets. I don 't like routine
on a day to day basis. I couldn't predict
what's going to happen in this office from
one day to the next," he said .
Research ploys on important role of Sonborn ' s job determining the needs of both
students and administration .
" It helps us decide where the money
con best be spent," said Deon Sanborn.
Sanborn is quick to point out that the
University is not without problems. Among
the most troubling ore violence on campus
and the alcohol problem. He sees a connection between violence and alcohol
abuse and hopes the new alcohol policy is

helping to decrease both problems.
" We realize that it's a brand new policy,
and we still hove some adjustments to
make. We ' re always open to feedback ."
Students ore what makes Sanborn 's job
worthwhile .
"Students ore much more concerned
with the quality of life issues than they
hove been in the post. There's also on increasing interest in women 's issues which I
feel is a very good sign," he said.
" The things that affect me most, personally, ore the times when a student from
years post comes bock and tokes me out
to lunch and tells me what he 's been doing. He'll talk to me about the experiences
that he 's hod at the University and how
I've touched him in some way. That's one
of the most meaningful things for me."

Growing up near 13uffolo, New York
prepared Deon Raymond Erickson for the
New Hampshire cold. It is not surprising
then, that the Deon of the Graduate school
and Associate Vice President for Academic
Affairs cites living in this port of the country
as one reason for staying at UNH.
Deon Erickson attended the University of
13uffolo (now port of New York's State
University System) and UCLA, where he
obtained his Doctorate in Psychology. In
1963 he joined the faculty of the
Psychology Deportment at UNH . From
there he worked his way up, becoming
chairman of the deportment in 1965.
In 1974, the position as Deon of
Graduate School opened up and Erickson
got the job. He was appointed to the posi-

tion of Associate Vice President for
Academic Affairs only recently, in 1981.
Erickson's duties as the Graduate School
Deon include making recommendations
on promotion and tenure for all faculty
members and basic responsibility for all
graduate programs (there ore more than
40 masters and 17 doctoral programs).
An Associate Vice President for
Academic Affairs, Erickson choirs the UNH
Enrollment Planning Committee. The tenmember committee is " devising ways of
maintaining and enhancing enrollment at
UNH ." The Registrar, the Director of Admissions, the Director of Continuing Education
and the Director of Institutional Research
among other members of the Committee
all report to Erickson.

The number of 18 ta 22 year aids is
decreasing dramatically according to
Erickson and "if we're going to be successful in maintaining a high enrollment of
good students we're going to hove to
devise new ways of recruiting and retaining students of high quality."
One development hos been a refundable room deposit. Depending on the
dote when a student decides not to attend
UNH, he con get a percentage of his room
deposit bock. The later he decides, the less
he gets bock. 13ut he must notify the University that he's not going to attend.
Erickson said that this helps ''to get a
handle on who's coming and who's not,
and we con thereby make room for other
well qualified applicants once we know

RAYMOND ERICKSON, GRADUATE SCHOOL
how many spaces we hove."
The responsibility which Deon Erickson
enjoys least is making promotion and
tenure recommendations, but it hos to be
done.
The improvements Erickson would like to
see mode at UNH really cannot be
rendered by the school alone but involves
the state. ' 'I'd like to see more substantial
support from the state to its institutions of
higher education," said Erickson. 'Tm tired
of seeing New Hampshire show up on the
front page of the Chronicle of Higher
Education at the bottom of the column in
level of support to its schools." One way to
remedy the situation is to "continue to try
to educate the legislature about the importance of higher education in the state of
New Hampshire."
However, Erickson views UNH very
positively, despite New Hampshire's financial shortcomings. " I think it's a good
school. We hove a good faculty here surprisingly good, considering our financial
straits.''
Deon Erickson hos stayed at UNH for one
very good reason: he likes it here. He said
that he hos become attached to his colleagues here and the area. "It would be
very hard to disassociate myself from the
University.''
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When Otis Sproul become the deon of
the College of Engineering ond Physicol
Sciences, he wos foced with two unexpected problems: a critical shortage of
space for the school's lobs, terminals, and
classrooms as well as the declining budget
situation.
Sproul fights on important bottle at UNH
for without money his college is unable to
expand , update equipment or fill vocont
faculty slots.

14-15 percent."
As Sproul thinks about the students in his
college , his well shined shoe tops the blue
corpet.
''The students in Engineering and
Physical Sciences ore always more
oriented toward the task at hand which is
obtaining on education .
Otis Sproul is also busy working on a text
book in environmental control, one of his
areas of interest. He spends many nights

and weekends in his office working on this
project.
In his spore time , the dean retreats to his
cabin on a small lake in Moine. Sproul is an
avid fisherman .
''The lake is spring fed and clear. Unfortunately, I don't do as much fishing as I
wont to ."
Otis Sproul - A man who cores about
the future of Engineering and Physical
Sciences at UNH.

OTIS SPROUL, ENGINEERING
With a trace of a Moine accent evident,
Otis Sproul admits " the college hos been
going through a funding problem." but he
is definitely a fighter who enjoys the exciting challenge of his job.
" I' m very concerned with the quality of
education here, with the status of equipment and with the number of faculty ."
"I wont to increase that quality of education which means more money for more
facilities. I'd also like to improve the quality
of the educational experience by offering
more research opportunities."
Sproul oversees 1700 students from his
comfortable Kingsbury office . A fern tree
sits by the window and easy choirs fill the
room . His desk is covered with papers and
underneath several certificotes in Civil
Engineering which hong on the wall on
open briefcase sits. Sproul's deanship at
UNH is partially funded by a five year grant
from Wheelobrotor Frye Inc.
Many of the students in Sproul's college
ore women . To compute the percentage
of women in the school, he tokes a handy
pocket calculator from his drawer and
punches some numbers.
" In the Engineering school alone 18 percent of our students ore women . That
figure is on the high side . Most schools run
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ministration and a doctorate in political
science.
He worked for the Notional Institutes of
Health in Washington, D.C. and the Notional Easter Seals Society in Chicago and
New York . Mott directed the New York office and was the Northeast regional director of that organization .
"I've really been a student of the institutions in the health field, " he said .
Mott sees UNH as having the potential to
develop a health service center .
"Such a center would provide on opportunity for the faculty to participate in
scholarly work and demonstrations," he
said .
He added that this is a long range goal.
"The school is very interested in health,
the whole spectrum of activities in health,
not only the traditional things, but health
promotion and prevention of illness, " said
Mott.
One way UNH now promotes fitness and
good health is through a post coronary
rehabilitation program run by the physical
education deportment. Twenty patients
who hove suffered heart attacks follow
prescribed exercise routines.
The health field is becoming more
specialized, soys Mott, therefore the school
hopes to develop additional graduate
programs.

BASIL MOTT, HEALTH STUDIES
13osil Mott is a port time glider pilot and
full time dean of the school of Health
Studies at the University of New Hampshire.
He first flew at age 19 and during World
War II, he was a Novy carrier pilot. Mott's
main hobby is now soaring or glider
piloting but he only hos time for that when
he 's not working at the University.

Mott become a dean in the summer of
1973. He soys, " What I learned about the
health field, I learned by working in it for
many years."
First, he graduated from Amherst College w ith a 13ochelor of Arts degree in
history. Then he attended Harvard University where he got his master's in public ad-

" One goal is to establish a master's program in nursing in collaboration with Mory
Hitchcock Hospital," he said .
"We' re committed to helping the practicing professional stay up to dote with the
developments in their field, as well as
educating the younger students," said
Mott.
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STUA RT PALMER, LIBERAL ARTS
''I'm learning a great deal about the
role of the dean," soys Stuart Palmer, dean
of Liberal Arts.
" You don 't know what it's like until
you 're there," he soys.
The grey haired Palmer, former chairman of the deportment of SociologyAnthropology, become the new dean of
the school of Liberal Arts ofter a two year
search .
Soys Palmer, " I knew what a dean did
from a chairman 's perspective . No one
person knows the 20 other facets of a
dean 's job."
The school of Liberal Arts hos 300 faculty
in 18 deportments. There ore 4000 students
in the school , a very substantial number.
Palmer's office oversees such cultural activities as the marching bond, the University
Art Galleries, and the theater season . Eight

to ten overseas study programs stem from
the school of Liberal Arts. The Liberal Arts
Advising Center, the major academic
counseling program at UNH is another
responsibility for Palmer. All in all , Palmer's
office is a very busy place .
His day begins at 8:30, and the first hours
is spent on paper work.
He smiles and soys, " There 's a lot of it,
and most of it makes sense.' '
Although Palmer hos been at UNH nearly 30 years, there ore many Liberal Arts
faculty he doesn 't know . He v isits the coffee lounge at the library each day to meet
faculty and lunches with different members
of his faculty several times a week .
" I try and ask everyone to lunch," soys
Palmer, " So for I've hod 150 lunches with
faculty. "
" My secretory types a list of my appoint-

ments for me each day," he soys revealing a cord with his schedule on it.
A Liberal Arts education accomplished
several things according to Palmer.
" A Liberal Arts education transmits
knowledge and creates people who
themselves create knowledge . We help
make leaders of society.''
Palmer's future plans for his school include strengthening moral and " making
what's good, better. " He cannot deny his
roots in the Sociology deportment and so
he 's working on a study of homicide based
in North Carolina .
Deon Palmer enjoys UNH students and
soys " They're bright, likeable and sincere."
As Liberal Arts dean , he will serve his 4000
students well.

" I' ll miss the genuine aspect of people
here at UNH ," Kurt Feltner, dean of the-College of Life Sciences and Agriculture said
sadly.
In mid March dean Feltner leaves UNH to
return to his midwestern roots. Feltner will
become the director of research and
associate dean of the College of
Agriculture at Kansas State University.
Feltner, a Wyoming native, has held his
UNH position for four years.
The opportunity to do research at KSU
was a definite attraction to the brown
haired, 51 year old Feltner.
" I will be spending more time directing
research programs and research centered
on five different colleges as opposed to
one here," he explained with a hint of the
west in his voice . He sits at the round table
in his office resting his head on his hand.
At KSU Feltner will be responsible for five
branch experiment stations and will coordinate research in 11 branch fields .
Research in the fields will include such
areas as plant breeding, soil fertility, and
animal breeding . In addition to being director of research at KSU , he will be a tenured

professor of agronomy and plans to part1c1pate on the graduate program
guidance committee as well.
His eyes shine behind his glasses and his
interest in research is obvious, but KSU 's
better research facilities aren 't Feltner's only reason for leaving UNH .
" It's a professional opportunity to work
in a major agricultural setting , and to work
in an environment of a major land grant
university. I felt very fully employed
here," he assures smiling .
" This is a good university, and the
Durham area is delightful. We look forward
to the move, but we don 't look forward to
leaving New England," Feltner said , his
love of New England apparent.
" We ' re seafood lovers," he said of his
wife Lynn and himself, " we ' ll miss the
seafood and we'll have to learn to eat
beef again," he jokes warmly .
Whether he 's at UNH or KSU , Feltner's
love and enthusiasm for his work will be
evident.
" I enjoy sharing information with bright,
young minds. It's an exciting way to spend
the time ."

KURT FELTNER, LIFE SCIENCES

" The nature of business hos changed ,"
said Deon Dwight Ladd of the Whittemore
School of Business and Economics, " people
twenty years ago rarely thought about the
societal impact of their business decisions
and actions, now they hove to ."
Deon Ladd joined the UNH staff in 1964
and hos been the Whittemore dean for
two years.
Ladd was originally a history major at
Drown University, but the birth of his son
and his own questions of whether or not he

Lodd 's arrival, the content hos.
" There 's more emphasis on the ethics of
business.''
Another major change in the business
school program hos been the booming
computer industry.
" It hos hod a tremendous impact on just
everybody. We aren 't quite up to speed in
dealing with the computer and its impact
on various organizations. This is on area
where the faculty shortage is hurting us
greatly," he said.

According to Ladd, it's not just business
that's changing, it's students as well.
" The undergraduates in WSl3E ore
significantly better than they were when I
come here . They feel a strong need to
hove something marketable on their
resumes. "
" Students ore working harder. Students
now wont to know how, not why ."
Ladd doesn 't hove any new plans for
WSl3E, instead his concern is filling the nine
vacant positions " as soon as possible. "

DWIG HT LADD, WHITTEMORE SCHOOL
was cut out to be a historian helped him
decide to return to school for his master's
and ph.d. degrees in Business Administration at Harvard.
He kiddingly describes his duties as dean
as " putting out fires of one sort or another"
and " coring and feeding faculty
members." The reality of Ladd' s job is time
spent planning curriculum, hours spent trying to fill nine vacant faculty positions.
"We're in a unique position," said Ladd,
" while most careers don 't hove enough
positions to handle the supply, there aren 't
enough qualified people to meet our
demand."
The Whittemore School program includes economics, administration, and
hotel administration. Although the titles of
the courses haven 't changed much since
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PRESIDENT EVELYN HANDLER
"I like being a builder," said Evelyn
Handler of her years at UNH," not toking
things apart."
Evelyn Handler, the frequently controversial President of the University of
New Hampshire, announced in October
her decision to accept the Presidency of
Brandeis University. Handler, the first
woman president of UNH, began her term
of office in August of 1980. After nearly
three years of fighting for the University,
she will leave for her new post in
Waltham , Massachusetts ofter this year's
commencement exercises.
Handler become increasingly frustrated
by the financial problems facing the
University during her time at the school.
She fought the state legislature and the
Boord of Trustees for more funding for the
school.

' 'I'm a shaker and a mover," said the
toll Handler, " and I've been unnecessarily
encumbered. I feel powerless to do the
simplest things."
"Toke the new dorm for example. It
took over two years to get 400 beds.
Why?" she asked.
''I'm going to a school with a narrower
focus. Brandeis knows where it's going and
what it wonts to be. Here so much of my
time hos been spent in holding the line, not
in building, " she said topping her glosses in
the palm of her hand rhythmically .
Handler's office is surprisingly bore. A
few personal mementoes and framed
photos decorate her desk. Her office's walls
ore starkly naked. From her desk she looks
out on paths in front of Murklond and the
library, and the students passing by.

Handler wears on attractive, bright plaid
suit. As she talks, she stretches and arches
her feet, encased in high heel shoes.
Handler looks, in a word, tired . Her's hos
not been on easy job.
Her hands gesture as she lists her accomplishments as UNH president: the new
dorm, the success of the capitol fund campaign , discussion of the General Education
requirements, the development of on International studies program, building
renovations for access to the handicapped,
revision of policies, and the increased interest in the Women 's athletic program.
" I will never see some of the things I've
started when they ore finished, " she said
with a smile , "but I hope I'll hear about
them ."
I think I've developed o good relation

with the student body. They know that I
core , and that whoever is President cores . I
con tell that they know it in the way they
soy Hello to me. They know I've tried terribly hard to hold tuition down for them ."
" I feel that I hove a good relationship
with the majority of the faculty , and I feel
very good about the alumni. "
" One of the school 's strengths is its coring
faculty," she said , her hand leaning against
her face , " but they con only be coring if
the students ore receptive ."
" We've got a good student body here,
they ore good citizens. I think they ore not
as bookish as they might be, but they ore
doing fine and they do fine ofter UNH."
Hos Handler felt handicapped being a
woman and holding on important position?
" I've never hod problems with it. Many
women hove hod to deal with bias and

prejudice , but you can 't give in to it. It may
toke more energy being a woman , but I
don 't think men hove on easy time of it
either."
' 'I'm as good and no better than a professional with good training ," she said .
" If I hod a daughter," said Handler, ''I'd
tell her to look at where she 's going, what
goals she hos and to make up her mind to
get there ."
Her time at UNH hos also been spent in
strengthening the academic programs and
preserving their quality.
" Every individual, regardless of major,
should hove a humanistic liberal arts
background . They should hove on appreciation of their own culture, literature
and language as well as that of another
culture ."
" Th is should be mode challenging . I fi rm -

ly believe that we should put our money
where our mouths ore in terms of the
academic system . We don't train students
well enough in this, and the whole fabric of
society depends on it," she said
emphatically .
"The classics teach us that we're not the
only one to feel a certain way . The problems faced thousands of years ago ore
similar to the ones we grapple with
today ."
Handler's eyes sodden when she speaks
about leaving UNH .
''I'll miss the people, " she said, " and the
feeling I get when I look out my window
and see the students going by."
"I love the boys, and the campus, and
UNH, but it's the people you miss," she
said .
Good Luck President Handler!
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UNH EXCHANGE PROGRAMS:
Lool~ing for a way to learn and see the
country at the some time? The UNH
Domestic Exchanges may be the answer if
you wont to broaden your New England
horizons. The domestic exchanges provide
students with on alternative academic op·
portunity in a different cultural environment within the United States. UNH Wildcats
develop new ways of seeing the world
and its complex societies while toking ad·
vantage of the many resources at the host
campus. UNH students con spend a
semester at a school as near as one of the
other land grant universities in New
England, or as for away as California or
North Carolina .
The Land Grant Exchanges ore open to
students who wish to study something UNH
doesn 't offer that will complement their
majors. Wildcats con go anywhere in New
England with a land grant university. This
program hos a strong academic emphasis,
and helps students gain skills UNH may not
provide at equivalent cost to UNH . Students
con enjoy the Vermont mountains, the
Rhode Island shore , or the nature of Main
while improving their educational
experience .
Probably the most well known exchange is the famous Son Diego program .
All it tokes to spend a semester in sunny
California is a 2.5 cumulative overage , a
love of traveling , the ability to meet new
people , and a bottle of sun ton lotion . Son
Diego 's five course three credit system
give UNHers the chance to pursue many in·
terests not available in Durham .
Son Diego exchange students enjoy toking soiling, woterskiing and windsurfing at
the nearby Aquatic Center for physical
education credit . Most students schedule a
relatively light course load and leave
weel~ends free for traveling to such places
as Son Francisco, Disneyland, the Son Diego
Zoo , or Mexico which is just a twenty
minute drive from the campus. This year 38
UNH students spent their spring in the worm
West Coast
One of the newest exchange programs
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started by the Deon of Students office is the
one at The University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill . The program currently only
tokes five students a semester, but it hos
the potential for growth. Two things draw
UNH students to this exchange: the reputo·
tion of academics at the school and the
southern culture . Wildcats who become Tor
Heels for a semester enjoy excellent sport·
ing events, the scenic advantages of the
South , and learn about another culture of
the United States. If you ' re interested in
learning how to talk southern then Chapel
Hill is for you , Yankee .
Exchanges aren 't the only way to
broaden your horizons at UNH . Various
deportments offer a wide variety of internships guaranteed to give practical job experience . An internship is one of the
greatest challenges the school provides. If
you wont to test your UNH trained skills, on
internship is the way to do it.
One of the better known internships is
the Washington Internship program sponsored by the Washington Center for Learning Alternatives. Interns in this program ore
placed in such diverse settings as the U.S.
Deportment of Commerce, the AFL/CIO,
the Smithsonian Institute, Common Couse
and the Notional Institute of Health.
Students in the program earn credit and
work as professionals four and a half days
a week . The Program 's advantages ore
obvious, living and working in our notion 's
capitol.
Many deportments on campus offer internships for their majors. Students in the
UNH writing program hove worked on
various major Newspapers. History majors
hove hod internships at area museums,
while Med Techs spend semesters working
in hospitals as training for their field. UNH
finds a way to supplement academic learning with practical experience .
Whatever your interests, on exchange
or on internship might be the greatest
learning experience of your career at UNH.
Why not try one out?

DOMESTIC

ANYWHERE YOUR HEART DESIRES
American philosopher Rolph Waldo
Emerson firmly believed that no one needed to know anything but American culture
in order to understand life. Any UNH stu·
dent who hos been on on international exchange will tell you that Waldo was crazy .
International Exchange programs provide UNH students with total immersion in
another culture. In on international exchange students learn to look at their own
way of life differently by understanding
the culture of others. Many exchanges
develop intensive languages skills. All of
them ore a way to make new friends and
experience the excitement of travel.
Many UNH students choose the Cambridge program sponsored by the English
and Humanities Deportments. This program
brings together a community of students
and distinguished British and American
faculty for a summer at one of the oldest,
best, and most beautiful centers of learning
in the English speaking world.
Students in the program learn about
England by studying local history, discovering British customs, and enjoying entertainment. Classes meet doily Monday through
Thursday with weekends reserved for excursions to ploys, galleries, and historic
places like London, Stratford.and Oxford.
Dedicated travelers often pick the
Semester at Seo program sponsored by
the University of Pittsburgh. Students earn
12-15 semester hours of transferable credit
by selecting from over 60 courses. Many of
the courses ore designed to study various
aspects of the countries visited . Half of the
voyage is spent at sea, the other half in
port. What better way to see the world or
learn about its many cultures? A UNHer
spending a semester at sea can expect to
visit museums, see traditional music, dance
and theater from various countries and hit
tourist's sights like the Taj Mahal.
If you 're adventuresome, daring, and

don 't get seasick, a semester at sea might
very well be the experience of a lifetime.
The French Deportment offers students of
any major the opportunity to spend their
Junior year in Dijon, France at the University of Dijon in the heart of burgundy wine
country . Students live with French families
and ore totally immersed in the French
culture. The best advantage of this program is the tremendous mastery of the
French language it gives its participants.
The city of Dijon is one of the liveliest
provincial capitols in Fronce. It offers fine
municipal theaters, and several museums.
Dijon is within easy commuting distance of
other cultural centers like Paris or Lyons. If
you "porlez-francois," Dijon might be the
exchange for you .
Germon speaking students toke advantage of the Germon Deportments junior
year abroad program in beautiful Salzburg
Austria. Imagine Viennese waltzes, the
remnants of the Hapsburg Empire, and
delicious pastry. Junior year in Salzburg is
all that and more, much more. Students attend the University of Salzburg, study,
travel, make new friends and best of all,
come bock to UNH with a whole new
perspective on the world.
Whether your idea of fun is sunny Spain
or worm Mexico, the Spanish Deportment
hos a program for you. All it tokes to be
considered for the program is the completion of sophomore year, and to hove
passed Spanish 503-504 with a B or better.
If you fit the bill, then pock your bogs and
hop on a plane.
If all this hos excited the wanderlust in
you , then pay a visit to the folks at the
Liberal Arts Advising Center. They'll help
you find the UNH program for you or find
another one that would be a perfect fit.
Check it out, maybe you too con be a
vagabond, grab a passport and see the
world .

INTERNATIONAL
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What other program on campus provides the career training, Rhysicol fitness,
social activities and management skills that
the Army ROTC does?
UNH 's 116 Army cadets, 26 of whom ore
women , lead very busy lives. They participate in three military training weel~ends
during the year where they learn a wide
variety of skills. Cadets ore required to
build their own shelter, and they enjoy
such winter sports as cross country skiing
and snowshoeing. Rifle morkmonship,
physical training , and drill skills ore just a
few of the activities of the spring weekend
at Fort Devons, Moss.
Army ROTC offers scholarships for four,
three , or two years. The scholarships pay
tuition , related course fees, and a living
allowance of up to $1 ,(X)() for each year
the scholarship is in effect. Forty-seven of
UNH 's 116 cadets hove Army ROTC
scholarships.
Campus activities for UNH Army cadets
include the doily flog raising at Thompson
Holl, and football game colorguord duties.
Army ROTC holds repelling clinics several
times a year which teach climbing mountains using ropes. Leadership Lobs ore held
on six or seven Saturdays during the school
year which prepare cadets for the six
week summer comp for Juniors. Leadership Lobs ore taught by seniors who hove
completed the comp.
The highlight of the social year is the
military boll which is highlighted by a sabre
detail honoring graduating seniors.
Whatever your interests, Army ROTC at
UNH hos something to offer.

ARMY
ROTC
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The Zais Holl offices of UNH 's Air Force
ROTC program ore a busy hub of activity,
a place where blue uniformed students not
only solute but learn management skills, a
center of challenging learning and of fun .
The function of Air Force ROTC at UNH is
to educate and commission officer candidates through on on-campus program ,
but Air Force ROTC at UNH is much more
than that. UNH 's 137 Air Force cadets
receive training in such areas as management, human relations, aircraft, physical
fitness, and small arms. 27 percent of UNH
Air Force cadets hove ROTC scholarships
which provide full tuition, related course
fees, and a $100 monthly stipend. This year
UNH will hove 19 graduating cadets who
will be commissioned as second
lieutenants.
Cadets attend field training between
their sophomore and junior years to

stimulate the development of military
leadership through meaningful experiences . Senior pilot cadets con become
certified pilots at Air Force expenst at local
airports.
Campus activities for the cadets could
mean the doily flog raising at Thompson
Holl, serving as a color guard at Wildcat
football games or participating in the Red
Cross Blood Drives. Members of the program enjoy the annual military boll held at
the Granite State room or the evening of
Dining Out at the Pease Officer's Club. The
Air Force ROTC program even offers a professional service organization , The Arnold
Air Society to UNH cadets.
The Air Force ROTC program at UNH provides educations, careers, and social activities for its cadets. Air Force ROTC is a service to the UNH community and to any
place a UNH trained officer goes.

AIR FORCE
ROTC
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Living
" Home " to many UNH students con
mean many different things. Its meaning
ranges from living in on apartment in
Portsmouth overlool~ing the water to living
a " build-up " with five other students in a
dorm lounge .
Unlil~e many large universities, many of
UNH 's undergraduates live on campus in
dormitories which ore located in three
areas on campus. First there is Area One
by the field house and Snively arena.
Other students live in the " Quad " which is
in the center of campus and nearest Main
Street. And students also live in on area
with two high rise modern, co-ed dorms
located close to Durham 's residential area .
Where do you live if you don ' t live in a
dorm . A few students live at home but the
majority of students live in apartments . The
UNH campus is surrounded by several small
towns such as Lee , Madbury and
Newmorhet, which offer student housing .
Dover and Portsmouth , two of New Hampshire 's largest cities ore largely populated
with UNH students who commute to school
each day by car or Korivon .
There 's something special about living in
a dorm or on apartment during your stay
at college . And no matter where you live
as a student, it's always important to hove
a place you feel you con coll " home."
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There is life on the other side of Main
Street.
Whether you ' re leaving your second
floor cubicle to head for happy hour at one
of the fraternities, toking a shortcut to
Snively in order to get a good seat for one
of UNH's famous hockey games, or crossing
the street early for your leisurely jog down
Main Street towards Rte . 4 (with a pit stop
at the TSAS Dairy 13or for a double scoop),
sooner or later, you ' re going to make contact with Area 1.
As you enter this mini villa , on eight story
building resembling a New York City apartment complex will probably be first to
catch your eye. If you ' re a native of the
dorm, you 'll probably learn your way
through the Stoke maze by the end of the

first or second week, but for visitors, I
recommend the elevators that run from
floors one to eight. Stoke comes olive in
the winter, with the music of Bruce
Springsteen 's " Santo Claus Is Coming To
Town " blaring at the annual wreath
lighting ceremony in mid-December, and
the traditional snowball fight with Sawyer
celebrated at the falling to the first flakes.
On the contrary, the Sawyer men
become the center of attention every
spring . Their stereos crank out of open windows, and lacrosse, soccer and wiffleboll
tournaments ore ployed on their many
lawns. And if you 're a girl with particularly
long legs (or short shorts), you ore likely to
receive whistles of approval echoing from
the third floor sunbathing potion where a

cluster of Sawyer men ore usually posted,
particularly on sunny Friday afternoons;
scoping purposes.
Lord Holl, sandwiched in between Jessie
Doe and Mcloughlin Halls, con always be
counted on for at least one big toga party
in their main lounge per semester. The
proximity of those two all female halls
makes these gatherings even more enjoyable for the Lord Holl crew. Other
dorms contributing to the spirit of Area 1
ore Congreve , active in intramural sports,
and Scott, the women's hall which teamed
with Acacia this post year to toke the
" most overall spirit" prize on Homecoming
weekend .

Balancing off the other side of the tennis
courts is friendly Smith Holl, its porch grinning at Thompson Holl and all Main Street
pedestrians as they poss by on their way
to classes. Whether you 're listening to
guitar sung by the fireplace at a Smith coffee house, or just joining the girls in the
recreation room at J :00 to catch a glimpse
of General Hospital, you can 't help detecting the relaxed, home-like atmosphere
that gives Smith women reason to be
proud of their dorm.
Area II may hove Kori , but Area I
residents will be quick to remind you that
Fritz is there to serve them when the food
at Stillings is less than desirable . . . and if
he's busy , the Tin Palace is just a stone's
throw away from there.
The food at Stillings is not always " less
than desirable." Despite the abuse it tokes
for its lengthy lines, chocolate ice creamstained windows and post-meal river of
leftovers which float through the dishroom,
Stillings puts out a consistently good salad
bar and seems to be the place to congregate for brunch on weekends.

AREAII

Alexander
Devine
Engelhardt
Fairchild
Gibbs
Hetzel
Hitchcock
Huddleston
Hunter
Randall
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The jarring, annoying buzz of my alarm
clocl~ shattered my pleasant dream of blue
sl~ies and sunbathing on Dev ine Beach . My
hand shot from beneath the cocoon of
blonl~ets and quilts to shut the alarm off
before my neighbor upstairs heard it
travelling through the Devine steam pipes.
I shuffled down the hall , forcing one slipper in front of the other until I reached the
wooden door emblazoned with blocl~ letters which said " W-0-M-E-N ." Inside the
bathroom , steam from the first few
showers of the day covered the mirror, but
my water was crisp and icy. The institu-

tionol neon lighting and the green tiles
mode the bathroom on uncheery place to
be.
When my face was washed , my teeth
brushed , and my eyelids unglued, I
returned to my room post a medley of
wall murals. I wiggled into my clothes and
brushed my hair. I grabbed my insulated
lunch bog and headed to Huddleston.
" Good Morning," said the smiling Bog-oLunch lady, " Bit cold isn 't it honey? What
will you be having today?"
" Hom, lettuce, and cheese on a syrion
with on Orange Crush ."

" Hove a nice day, deorie," she said .
As I sot sipping my tea at breakfast
upstairs, I read my newspaper. The crew
team adorned in sweatshirts and pants,
were red faced from their early morning
work out and sot at a long table . Several
hocl~ey players occupied tables to my
right, drinking three or four glosses of milk
and orange juice . It was early still , and not
yet noisy since the pre-class breakfast
surge hadn 't quite begun .
I bussed my troy and left the dining hall.
A bunch of Koppa Sigma pledges lined the
steps, greeting girls with the morning 's

menu . As I woll~ed bocl~ to the dorm,
passed ivy covered Fairchild and Hetzel
dorms. The nets on the tennis courts hod
come down in anticipation of win er, and
the bosl~etboll courts were empty . It was
too early for the quad men to be ploying
hoop.
As I was woll~ing to class that morning , I
started thinl~ing about the advantages to
living in Area Two. It was close to my class
buildings which was handy when I
overslept, and when dinner wasn 't so
great in the dining hall, Pistachio 's ice
cream shop was conveniently near by . Life

in Area Two was never dull because there
was always a water fight to watch or some
party to go to .
When I finally returned to the dorm ofter
a long day , the sun hod come out and the
guys from Hunter were ploying sticl~ boll in
front of their dorm , Englehordt's stereo
speol~ers were aimed out the window ,
rocking the quad . I hod moil under my
door, a pleasant surprise ofter a long day ,
and I read it as I waited to go to dinner.
After dinner I tried to study in the Devine
Lounge , but as usual, the lounge , lil~e the
laundry room , was full of Quad men . I

ga v e up the idea of stud y ing and went to
Ko ri's instead . A Kori 's sub really hit the
spot, in a way the dining hall nev er could .
I tried to go to sleep early that night, b ut
just as I was drifting bocl~ into m y De vine
Geach dream, the Randoll fire alarm
sounded . I could hear the grumbling
residents . Just as Randoll returned to their
dorm, the MUG Pub emptied out and the
sound of clogs on the romp topped its way
into my dreams. Oh well , at least life in
Area Two was nev er too boring .

KARL'S: AN AREA II TRADIT ION
" She give me ten bucl~s a wee!~ beer
money, and that's it."
After worl~ing oil night, the lost thing Kori
wonts to do is cool~ when he's at home,
but he does treat the family to on annual
Valentine's Doy dinner.
" We like his food the best," said
daughter Kristi who con eat three

years.
If the food 's enough to attract customers,
Kori 's personality is the spice that l~eeps
them coming bocl~ .
Deon Georgopoulos, a sophomore who

mol~es everyone feel at home .
" He toll~s to people ; mol~es them feel
lil~e somebody , not just a number lil~e at
[3urger King ."
Kori tokes good core of the hockey
players, some of the special customers
who use his famous bocl~ door.
[3irthdoy boys and girls ore given a free
cheeseburger or half price subs, and at the
end of each semester Kori hos a " specials
night" with deals including three hamburgers for a dollar and free fries with each
purchase .
Kori 's customers remain loyal.
" He 's just always there when you 're
hungry," said junior Lourie Losh .
" For the price , you can 't beat it," said
junior Andy Gristos.
Kori 's family is loyal too . Wife Sue is the
mastermind behind the whole operation .
She does much of the cooking and oil of

worl~s for Kori one night a week soys Kori

the boo!~ worl~ .

he said .
So for the time being , UNH students con
continue to eat, drink, and be merry with
Kori , King of the
their own tradition Quad.

Kori 's food is to UNH what apple pie is to
America: Fattening , but good .
Such a tradition doesn 't just come into
being overnight. It tol~es a time tested
recipe , perseverance and a little spice . Kori
hos oil three .
Kori estimates he sells 75 cheeseburger
subs on a weel~end night, not to mention
dogs, burgers, fries, and shol~es.
He hos a loyal group of customers, some
of whom eat there once a wee!~ . some
once a night.
Kori worl~s on eight hour shift five days a
wee!~ . That's 40 hours not counting his
weel~end worl~. and the doily hours of
preparation. It's a job he 's been at 18

cheeseburgers at one sitting.
Kori hos lived in Dover since he was six
years old . He got into the business at age
15 worl~ing weel~ends for brother Fritz, who
operates a truck near Stol~e .
As for the future , Kori hos no definite
plans to retire .
" I think I' m good for at least five more
years, then I'll toke it yearly from then on ,"

AREA III
Christen sen

Hubbard

William son

As you all room around campus,
chances ore , unless you 've already decided to go to Christenson , Williamson , Hubbard, or the Mini Dorms, you 're probably
not going to visit Area Three. It's the corner
of campus that most people only see
when they look at the mop in the caboodle but that's what makes Area 3 different.
Area Three is composed of 3 dorms, the
Mini Dorms, Philbrook Dining Holl and one

wall~ in and around it ore usually habitants
of the twin towers and the Mini Dorms. It's
the one port of campus that doesn 't get infiltrated with "outsiders" who ore going to
the field house or toking a short cut to Shop
and Save .
On your way to Area 3 , while dodging
cars and puddles in the parking lot, you 'll
see o rectangular brick building in the
distance set on top of a hill and partially
obstructed from view by trees. That's Hubbard Holl. Geyond Hubbard lies the twin
towers, Christensen and Williamson Halls.
Since it's tucked away from the bustle of
the Quad , Area Three 's well suited for
recreation . The Hubbordites watch from
their lounge windows while joggers
parade by heading out to Mill Rood . And

the frisbees and baseballs fly on the gross
and in the street.
Across the street from Williamson and
Christensen , there 's usually a basketball
game to join or to watch. And those who
like to catch some rays, there ore blankets
and volleyball nets on the gross of "Hubbard Geach ."
Those students who live, study and ploy
in Area Three don't mind the long cold
walks from the field house or the Mini
Dorms, or the marathon trek to get to class

on Main Street.
The traffic from Main Street in Durham
rarely winds its way to the bocl~ port of
campus. The Mill Rood bil~eriders always
try to peddle right by us. And why would
anyone wont to go for a wall~ to Area 3?
Area 3 is different from the Quad or the
Stillings area because the people who

and to downtown.
Most of you should check out this corner
of campus and ploy frisbee or attend a
Hubbard coffeehouse . It's worth the walk
and it's not such a bod place to visit.

Contrary to popular belief, Dover hos
plenty to offer commuting UNH Wildcats,
from easily offordoble charm to fine dining
and entertainment.
When you hop o Kori-Von " ovoh to
Dovoh " you find not only the neon studded lights of Central Avenue , but the remnants of bygone days of elegance , red
bricl~ colonials neighboring Silver Street's
gothic homes. Apartment living there con
mean the quaintness of o Victorian
monstrosity in town or the suburban
modern style of Olde Madbury Lone and
Westgate .
Lil~e other seacoast towns, Dover hos its
shore of restaurants. What true gourmet
hasn ' t sampled horsefries and chicl~en with

pajamas on at Horsefeother 's) The student
with o sweet tooth con indulge on sinfully
scrumptious chocolate and ice cream at
Sweet Dreams. Other unforgettobles for o
student with o trained polote 1 The
Firehouse , The Asia , Harvey 's [3ol~ery and
the Wooden Spoon .
Who could thinl~ about Dover without
mentioning Red 's Show [3orn , o veri table
paradise for students with o foot fetish .
[3orgoin movies at the Strand ore as much
o port of the Dover experience as the doily
Kori-Von commute .
Dover is for from being o cultural
Wasteland , and is o town which offers
unique advantages to its residents. Dover is
o good home for the UNH Wildcat.

DOVER

DURHAM
Collegetown , That's Durham all right .
Where else would you find a Ourger
King , four bars, three pizza palaces and on
arcade within the span of two blocks?
In early September, over 10,000
students invade the quiet, intellectual community, turning it into a type of Disney
Land with joggers, bike riders, frat parties
and blaring stereos.
Moms and Dads drop off their " Kids"
along with all of their kid 's worldly possessions for another semester's worth of
books, brews and O's. For the most port,
they' re on their own until Christmas.
Oeing " on your own " in Durham comes
in various degrees. Many students ,
especially underclassmen, live in dorms.
Dorms ore the places where UNH students
ore responsible for their classes, homework
and laundry. Cooking is done for dormites
at a nearby dining hall. [3y the way , that's
where the moil (containing checks from
Dad) con also be gathered by the dormite.
Other UNHers ore on their own but they
live in apartments. There's usually a room
for rent above the Sub Stop or Jodi 's,
where you hove a window seat for the
parade of downtown traffic or a spot to
watch the line at Nicks get shorter.
On the border of Durhomlond is Young
Drive. It's the farthest point from campus
that you con move to and still be considered a Durham resident . This cluster of
houses (alias, student apartments) is where
the annual foll block parties ore held, much
to the dislike of Ooyview Avenue residents,
and the Durham police . It's a nice place to
live but a lousy place to study.
Durham hos other famous avenues. Mill
Rood is the most diverse since it is the address of one dorm, one fraternity , and
many private homes. It's also the
preferred route for joggers, bikers, and
parents on their way to pick up dormite
Joey for the weekend .
Yet there's no doubt that Main Street is
the favorite roadway of this 250 year old
town. It doesn 't hove a Woolworths but it
hos T and C. It doesn 't hove a four star
restaurant but does hove TP, Arby 's and a
House of Pizzo. Main Street is where you 'll
find students between classes and on the
weekends. They' ll be going over notes in
the lounge of Tin Palace, ploying the guitar
in front of the common market or buying a
new alligator at Stuart Shoines. Chances
ore you 'll even see a student carrying a
huge bog marked " Durham Oook Exchange ," who's going home to study.
After all , isn 't that what Mom and Dad
dropped you off here for?
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NEWMAR KET

Nonresidents of Newmarket perceive
the town as the home of granolas and
their dogs with matching bondonos, but
there is more to Newmarket than this silly
stereotype. Student and faculty inhabitants
of the town enjoy its nature, its small town
America atmosphere. For them , the town
represents a quiet, convenient escape
form Durham.
The drive from Durham to Newmarket is
like on artist's landscape of country New
England, complete w ith weathered form
houses and romshockled barns. If you're
driving at dusk, you con see the sun set on
one side of the rood as the moon rises on
the other.
Although the outskirts of Newmarket ore
beautiful, the town itself is not so picturesque. In spite of this Newmarket offers
many opportunities for its residents.
The town is centered around the aging
mill buildings which now house the
Timberland Discount Shoe Company,

makers of sturdy hiking boots at a good
price .
[3ehind the historical mills which hint at
Newmarket's industrial post is the scenic
Lamprey River where students canoe in
the spring and snowshoe in the winter.
The Second Coming Furniture store is a
haven for bargain hunting students. Where
else in this area could you buy a decent
second hand bed for the all time loss of 40
dollars?
Looking for a great place to hove
breakfast? Johanna's on Main Street is the
place for you or bite into a mouth watering blueberry muffin at Kingsmonn Coffee

Shop. This place even features a weekly
muffin lottery , a tree giveaway
guaranteed to keep its customers returning. The Kings and Cabbage Food Co-op in
addition to providing the community with
fresh , cheap food supports local formers. A
huge hunk of Havarti cheese con be purchased at the Co-op for only two dollars.
For entertainment Newmarket offers the
Stone Church , on the top of the hill
overlooking the town . The bar provides
great entertainment in folk and jazz music,
music that is often hard to find anywhere
else . The informal atmosphere makes
everyone feel comfortable, and at home.

In addition to being a bar the Stone Church
is also a favorite spot for fund raising
events, featuring benefits for things like the
Human Society.
The town has undergone many changes
since the 60's when ordinances forbade
student residents. At present the town is
trying to renovate itself. New stores hove
opened in the lost year such as the 95 or
the drugstore. In spite of these changes
Newmarket is still small town USA and
wonts to remain that way. Newmarket is a
community proud of its individualism and
unless things change radically it will stay
subdued .

PORTSMO UTH
Portsmouth is a small city which offers all
the advantages of a big city and none of
the disadvantages. Portsmouth offers the
best restaurants in the seacoast, art,
theatre , music, great little shops and a
wealth of history . The best thing about
Portsmouth for UNH students is that it is only
a Kori-Von ticl~et away , and is one of the
greatest escapes .
Portsmouth 's eateries ore well l~nown ,
and the range of Portsmouth 's restaurants
hove earned the town title of " Restaurant
Capitol of New England ." Portsmouth offers
places for on experienced and cultured
palate lil~e the [31ue Strawberry or
L'ouberge , but doesn 't forget those of us
with limited budgets. Moe 's offers the best
subs in the city , freshly mode while you
wait . Enjoy fresh bread , then try the Ceres
Street 13ohery for flo l~y croissants or worm
dill bread . The Horse of a Different Color
Tovern serves bargain sandwiches which
come with their extensive sa lad bar.

[3esides being well fed , Portsmouth
residents ore strongly dedicated to the arts,
and art galleries. Craftsmen abound in the
city. Solomondro Gloss is renowned for its
gloss, while several craftsmen from the
Strawberry [3onke Village recently exhibited their worl~ in [31oomingdoles Deport·
ment store in New Yori~ City. Theoter-byThe-Seo is the seacoast's professional
theater, performing old favorites ond experimental ploys.
Portsmouth 's music scene also appeals

to UNH students. Portsmouth hos something
for everyone 's musical tastes, whether it's
New Wove at the Riverside Club , jazz at
the Metro, dance music at Lul~o ·s or a Show
[3rother's concert in the porl~ .
Down town Portsmouth 's little shops and
boutiques give the town o Quincy Morl~et
Atmosphere. These shops ore the best
place to lool~ for the perfect present for
that difficult person on your Christmas list.
Specialty stores lil~e the Red Sled Christmas
Shop , The Morey Street Doll Company , or

The Poper Patch mol~e gift shopping fun .
Old houses, once the homes of Chino
trade merchants or clipper ship captains ,
line the streets of Portsmouth so the town
abounds in a rich history . Strawberry [3onl~e
restoration area teaches history each day
to the people who visit it, while other people prefer to wonder the narrow streets
and comb the old graveyards for their
history lesson .
No matter what your tastes ore , Ports·
mouth hos something to offer you .

THE KARI-VAN (COAST):
THE OFFCAMPUS
LIFELINE
The Kori-Von 13us Service is on important
port of life at UNH . The big bluebird busses
ore a necessity to the commuting population . They ore also essential to people
traveling to jobs or exploring the area
towns. The 1982-83 academic year was
filled with changes for the Kori-Von , and
additional changes may come in 1983-84.
The Kori-Von service was purchased
over the summer by Timberland Transportation and become COAST, the cooperative alliance for Seacoast Transportation . The new bus line was designed to
start a Seacoast Transportation network,
ppen to both UNH staff and students and
the general public. If you noticed some
new faces in the course of your doily
Durham commute, the new system is the

reason . Now anyone con enjoy the
bumps, jolts, jerks and laughs a ride on the
Kori Von hos meant to UNHers.
The most obvious change brought about
by the system 's sole was the first semester
differential poss rote . Students squawked
so much about these non-interchangeable
posses thot a $55 flat rate poss was instituted second semester . Ridership had
decreased 17 percent in the meantime .
The public hod not embraced COAST with
open arms, and public ridership was
disappointing .
The Kori-Von is still losing money
however, and faces cutbacks next yeor.
It's too bod the service doesn 't make a
profit, but in a school with limited oncampus housing, it shouldn 't be eliminated.
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HEY GUYS /.I
you 'll NEVER.
BELIEVE WHERE
I ENDED UP
LAST WEEJ([ND/

J

~

\

J5R.1ot--l O'Co"-lt>J

LET ME G-UESS, JAY- ··

HO ... THE
PRODIGAL
ROOMIE
RfTURNS 1

You GOT REAL HAHf1£R.ED
AT BINKY '_<j PUNCH PARTY
AND MANAGED To FIND
YouR WAY TD 'B{)STOJJ,
WHERE you PASSeD OUT
AT THE N,E, AOUARIUH '.

NMED ARKY

GEEZ, THAT':5
AMA-ZIN& 1

CALLED TO TELL

HOW DID yov

You ,HAT HE

FIND OVT

AlL

THAT

r

5TUFF?

FOUND YOUR

IZOD SWEME.R
AND A t'AIR-OF
TOPSIDEl-:S IN
HIS l!>RfAKFAST!

I

MY GOD!
NOTMY

11on!!

i

- .. THIS

CDULP f5E
THE END OF

CIVILI ZA 1JOtJ ~ JAY
KNOWS fT_I

T

Greeks
The Greek System is a home, a sense of
roots for almost 1,000 students. Joining a
sorority or fraternity is more than a social
life, more than a group of friends. The
Greek system means a sense of family, of
brothers and sisters.
The special bond of friendship gained in
the Greek system is like a strong tree with
a powerful sense of roots. One branch of
the roots extends down Strafford Avenue
and includes Chi Omega, Pike, Teke, AGR,
AZ, and Sigma Nu, the newest addition.
Another branch heads down Madbury
Road featuring Phi Mu, Alpha Chi Omega,
SAE, Sigma Beta, Delta Zeta, and Lambda
Chi. Kappa Sigma, with its new paint job
sits high on the MUD Hill. Old roots came
back to life as Acacia roared into action,
regaining their rightful home on Mill Road.
New life was breathed into the tree called
the Greek System with the return of Theta
Chi and Phi Kappa Theta .
Though separated physically, the
houses share many common experiences;
bids night, homecoming, raids, pledging,
service projects, Greek night of Sin, Winter
Carnival and pledge dances. This year a
new, stronger Greek system Senate was
formed to unite all houses in the eye of the
University and Community.
The family that means the Greek
System shares many traditions, yet each
fraternity or sorority manages to remain
unique and individual. Brothers and sisters
leave UNH with memories of fun, service
to the community, parties, and laughter.
They find their roots, begun in the UNH
Greek System, will spread to all areas of
their life.

THE UNH GREEK SYSTEM:
What do most people thinl~ of when
they hear the words : the Greel~ System)
For some the first thing is drunl~enness, partying , and harassment. [3ut the Greel~
System is much more than that . True , it's
parties, butr it's also friendship , charity
work, University service , and the chance to
be port of a larger active organization. The
sixteen various Greel~ houses (or chapters)
on campus worl~ not only for themselves ,
but for the University, the local community ,
and many Notional charities .
The Greel~ System here at UNH comprises about 15% of the student body and
grows to include more and more people
each yeor. The different houses offer
students on alternative lifestyle
somewhere between the hustling, bustling
dorm life or the hosseles and difficulties of
campus living. Depending on what the
policy is of each house you could find
yourself sleeping " on decl~" with 40 other
brothers / sisters, or in a small quad with
three other roommates.
This post year held many community
events sponsored by the Greel~ System .
Lambda Chi l~idnopped all the presidents
of the Greel~ houses and many of the
University officials and held them ransom
for conned goods that were collected for
the Easter food drive. Alpha Gamma Rho
ran its annual Winter Carnival Torch Run to
raise benefit money. Sigma Nu and Acacia
held worl~-o-thons to raise money for the
Shriners [3urn Institute. Sigma Alpha Epsilon
hosted a tug-of-war between all the
houses and the University dorms. These ore
just a few of the many community and
charity events conducted by the Greel~
houses at UNH . Most houses hove required
pledge class projects to help anyone from
the United Woy to the Salvation Army .
Events range from raffles to day core projects to helping at the [31ood Mobiles.
Most of these service projects ore unnoticed by the majority of university
students, whose first contact with a fraternity will probably be at a happy hour, or on
open party that frequently occur on
weekends. When the word goes out that
there 's going to be a party , non-Greeks
from all over campus come to get in on
the fun . To most non-Greeks the parties just
seem to be good fun , but to the individual
houses they ore a vital monoy making
resource . The fraternities earn much need-
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A GROWING INSTITUTION

ed money to help run the houses.
The Greek System conducts many activities among its oun members. Thursday
nights ore the biggest nights for "raids", a
raid can consist of literally almost anything
- fraternities and sororities put together
some of the wildest theme parties, nonGreeks often wonder why the streets ore
filled with people dressed beach outfits,
General Hospital clothes, athletic outfits or

even the famous togas. Even though Thurs- these huge parties allow for hundreds and
day nights might be the " big" night it cer- hundreds of Greeks to mix together. The
tainly isn't uncommon for Tuesday night Greek system also hos its formal side. At
raids to occur and of course the midnight the end of each semester each house
kegs or the dreaded morning raids.
sponsors its annual Pledge Dance, often
Most Greeks look forward to each held on Founder's Days. These dances ore
semester's annual Greek-wide cook-out held on a weekend and usually at a fine
and party. Sponsored by the Greek Council hotel out of state or in northern New
(now the Greek System Senate) and held Hampshire . Pledge Dances, always highly
in the rear parking lot of one of the houses, formal, involve a full dinner, awards

,~'

r,;.

-

'~

ceremonies for the brothers or sisters,
special recognition for that semester's
pledges, and a long night of dancing to a
bond or DJ follows up.
Greeks ore also highly active in the two
most public of all University events,
Homecoming and Winter Carnival. The
sororities and fraternities pair up to build
floats, snow sculptures, and compete in
cheering contests and other events.
The Greek System hos undergone
changes over the lost couple of years.
Since the late 1970's when unfortunate
events forced the removal of three houses,
the UNH Greek System hos been experiencing steady growth. From a low point of
thirteen houses in 1980, the System hos
grown to sixteen houses and the future
holds the planned addition of a new house
in the foll of 1983 and the addition of
another in the foll of 1984. As a whole the
houses at UNH ore very solid , the system
overages between 60 and 70 brothers or
sisters per house.
The governing system of the Greeks hos
also just undergone changes. 13efore spring
semester the Greek System hod three
governing councils; the Greek Council
(fraternities and sororities), the InterFraternity Council (IFC) , and the PonHellenic Council (sororities). The fact that
there were three groups trying to sponsor
organized events and run the system as a
whole led to many problems.
This confusion was finally solved with the
formation of the Greek System Senate on
April 4, 1983. Combining the talents and
expertise of all the councils, this organization began functioning as a unified Senate
with six councils: the 13usiness, Funding and
Charities Council ; the Inter-Fraternity Council (fraternity rush); the Judicial and Constitutional Affairs Council ; the Pon-Hellenic
Council (sorority rush) ; the Social Services
and Activities Council ; and the University
and Durham Relations Council. This
organization took on the various tasks of
running a growing Greek System : University Relations, lnter-Greel~ events, Rush activities, relations with the town of Durham
and many more responsibilities .
Hoving effective organization the Greel~
System is now looking to further its involvement in University affairs and keep up the
expansion now toking place .
The fraternities and sororities form a very
important port of college life and for the
people in the seperote houses one thing
they all hove in common is the feeling of
belonging and the building of their friendships and ties to the members of their own
house and to others within the system .
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EILEEN STEVENS ON HAZING
Eileen Stevens, founder of CHUCK (Comm ittee to Holt Useless College Killings), addressed the issue of fraternity hazing on
Morch .30th in the Strafford Room of the
MU8. Her visit was sponsored by Lambda
Chi Alpha fraternity .
Addressing a predominantly Greel~
system audience , Mrs. Stevens told the
story of her son Chuck's death in a hazing
incident at Alfred University . Mrs. Stevens'
dissatisfaction with hazing led her to lobby
for anti-hazing lows, and lecture at
numerous universities.
" There is nothing positive about hazing,"
stressed Stevens, " No one should be
degraded or harassed."
" There is more to the Greel~ world than
hazing . You hove on important place on
campus, and many of your activities and
philanthropies go unnoticed," she said.
" My intention is not to offend , but to get
you to think . I' m not toll~ing about death,
I'm toll~ing about life. "
Dove Woznicki, Lambda Chi president,
was pleased with the response to Mrs.
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Stevens' lecture.
Said Woznicki , " The idea of bringing Mrs.
Stevens to UNH hos been floating around
our house for some time . Hazing is a big
issue in a lot of houses because it is so hard
to define."
" We can 't change .300 minds tonight,
but we con hit a few and make on effect
on the system," he said.
The news of her son 's death come to her
by phone.
" It was a devastating coll ," she said ,
" and the Deon of Students told me the
probable cause of death was alcohol
overdose."
The alcohol was consumed , the Deon
told her, at a fraternity party.
Mr. and Mrs. Stevens traveled to Alfred
immediately.
Seeing her six foot two son lying dead
on a stainless steel autopsy table, his blue
eyes closed forever was for the Stevenses
" the darkest moment of our lives."
Her son 's roommate finally revealed the
events which led to Chuck 's death to Mrs.

Stevens. He told her that Chuck hod decided to pledge a fraternity at Alfred, the
oldest and most prestigious fraternity the
campus hod.
On the night of Chuck 's death the
pledges were surprised , token to a parking
lot and locked in car trunks. Each pledge
was given a fifth of Jock Daniels, a six pock
of beer and a bottle of wine. They were
required to drink it all.
" For reasons I will never understand,"
said Mrs. Stevens, " he attempted to
comply ."
The brothers drove the pledges around,
urging them to consume the alcohol.
When they finally stopped, two pledges
were vomiting, Chuck was unconscious.
8y the end of the evening Chuck was
dead. Two other pledges spent 72 hours
on the critical list.
Stevens urged UNH Greeks to toke a
look at themselves and to ask some honest
questions about their hazing practices.
She earned a standing ovation from the
audience.

ER SON WAS LOCKED IN THE
TRUNK OF A CAR AFTER BEING
GIVEN A PINT OF BOURBON, A
FIFTH OF WINE, AND A SIX-PACK
OF BEER
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Acacia

AKAK

President: Peter Brown
Poul S1ork
Charles Wheat
Chris Hoag
Doug Twymon
P-oberr Ducharme
John 0eecy
Allon Stork
Peter Drown
Dorney Heath
P.ich Powlowsky
Dove Green
George White
P-on Sr. Pierre
Dove Guiseley
Dove Ports
Dill Kiley
Jim Alofor
P.ick Herrick
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Dove Simonton
Kevin Maguire
Don Fagan
Jon McKenno
Dill Crowley
John Davis
Steve Solera
Fred Hoysradt
Dove Donohue
Fred Kfoury
Peter Goodwin
Peter Kulbacki
Don Gross
Ned Phillie
P-enney Morneau
Joe Toner
Lorry Coplon

Steve Petros
P-obert Swan
Dove Perrine
Dennis O'Neil
Jim Wieczorek
Mike Alperen
Mike Chapmon
Don Dittmeier
Dove Freitas
Dill Guidaboni
Eric Lomb
Jock Lee
Sean McDermott
Scar McLeod
John O 'Neil
Mork P-obon
David Sanborn

Ed Sonrosuosso
P-oberr McDonald
Jomes Sherman
Jon George
Eric Derg
Scarr Ghelfi
Arnie Egon
Andy Alpert
Todd Flem ing
P.ich Mazzocco
Joy Feeney
Don Muse
Jomes LoPierre
Tim W eckworth
Mork Valerio
Dab Dosllere
Jeff St. Cyr

Alpha Chi Omega

AXO

President: Diane Mersl<ii
Gwen Allgood
Anne Anges
Jill Dreokstone
Kimberly Drock
Morionne Durns
Frances Compognone
Cathy Diomantis
Dana Eveleth
Andrea Everson
Drenda Fraser
Ellen French
Joyce Giacomuzzi
Kathleen Heffernan
Nancy Herderhurst
Mary Ann Horrigan
Debra Jackson
Sheila Kelly
Diane Kulesz
Elizabeth Lawrence
Darien Leclerc

Suzanne Mackin
Elizabeth Mannix
Karen McCauley
MorioMoalli
Patricia Ober
Lisa Owens
Elizabeth Page
Laurie Phillips
Joanne Ploss
Amy Purcell
Martha Queenin
Donna Reeves
Chris Richards
Penny Rosebrough
Jill Schaeffer
Chris Seiffert
Linda Shea
Jodi Steidle
Donna Sullivan

Janine Vincent
Susan Vitkauskis
Susanne Watson
Dorbara Yergeau
Penny Allen
Lisa Jackson
Donna Malay
Dian Merski
Susan Mullen
Elizabeth Pence
Suzanne Roantree
Kerry Rourke
Kathleen Simpson
Katherine Thayer
Tammy Twombly
Deth Cahoon
Sally Doherty
Allyson Fletcher
Lauren Galante

Leslie Hommil
Detsy Jaquith
Kari Kaalstad
Elizabeth Kierstead
Joanne Leary
Jean Moorhead
Julie Olson
Amy Pedisich
Koren Pitts
Pamela Principe
Elizabeth Putney
Kristin Reid
Anne Robert
Alane Russell
Holly Schulte
Jodi Sherman
Judith Small
Juliet Snow
Laurie Swanson
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Alpha 6amm a Hho

AI'P

President: Jim George
Gory Smarr
Dove Conway
Wendell Davis
Thomas Luther
Kenny Wilkins
John McCabe
Pere Stackhouse
John Rodgers
Donald Stockman
Greg Lawrence
Mork Finch
Peter Fifefield
Jeff Keith
Dove Thieboulr
Scott Chrone
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Mike Clussou
Aime Ramsey
Charles Metcalf
Clill Clennion
Jomes George
Clill Clorenstien
Dono Romspott
Corl McClendon
Clob Noonon
Timothy Conaty
Poul Smith
Clorry Cluso
Gordon Frampton
Scott Decoureoux
Jon Whitehouse

GoryOrswell
Clen Turner
Poul Price
Cooke Eames
Kevin Hurd
Tom Carlise
Roger Metcalf
Scott Suchocki
Curt Terrill
Mork Vollencourt
Todd Walker
Andy Troyner
Jeff McNamara
Ronald Hutchins

Alp ha Xi De lta

President: Susan Gordon
June Adams
Julie Algier
Carole Angelis
Elizabeth Antonelli
Judith [lancroft
Lauro [lernard
Margaret [lishop
Diane [loutin
Lourie [lilofer
Cheryl [leleski
Linda [lradie
P.honda [)rooks
Kelly [lrown
Heidi Campbell
Suzanne Carlson
Marlo Corter
Julie Colligan
Sharon Corcoran
Do Csonger

Potrice Cuozzi
Suson Chose
Caroline Dahlstrom
Deb Dennegy
Deb Destito
Peggy Doucet
[lrendo Drivick
Anne Dussol
[Jorrie Fee
Sally Fitzgerald
Suson Folis
P.obin Fowler
Heidi Freeman
Lori Golleroni
Michelle Gerland
Therese Giraldi
Susie Gordon
Alison Howley

Lisa Heaphy
Danielle Herzog
Carol Horan
Moureen Houghton
Jill Hutchinson
Melissa Karam
Kathy Kazanjian
Michele Kossmon
Nancy Keck
Liso Lafond
Linda Loranger
Dee Lord
Amy Luebbers
Lynn Macfarlane
Eileen McCattrey
Anne McNamara
Donne Morgan
Deb Littlefield

Julie Ostiguy
Tracey Page
P.obin Parsons
Jacqui Perron
Leslie Paquette
Diane Quinn
Karen Quinn
Maria P.eale
Jane P.apalus
Kristine P.odis
Christine Schmidt
Susan Silkes
Lisa Simonian
Laurie Swick
[larbara Taylor
Janice Triptow
Coralyn Vass
Sandy Young

Chi Omeg a

XU
Louro [lerg
Ann [levilocque
Lindo [llonchette
Anne Morie [loudreou
Susan [lurke
Cathy Chandler
Suzanne Fairchild
Rosalie Frederickson
HelenGiloso
Lourie Harper
Lynne Hubers
Kelli Hunger
Susan Lasorsa
Anne Lannon
Noncy Laursen
Robin Lemko
Kelli Lynch
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President: Jennifer Swanberg
Koren Lyons
Mory Jo Lyons
Jone McCormack
Cindy McGregor
Mory Mehm
Moira Milinazzo
Leslie Millspaugh
Korhy Porter
Janet Swett
Jocelyn Tetel
Jill Thompson
[lersy Airer
Anina Armento
Rebecca Armour
Jessica [lohros
Michelle [leoulieu

Ann [luechsenschuetz
Dorothy Green
Lynne Griffith
Shawna Healy
Sheryl Hunter
Lorrie Iacopino
Melissa Knight
Alison Leehy
Lourie Leary
Teri McGuinness
Kathy Parron
Michelle Pecor
Susan Peterson
Amy Price
Lee Robinson
Wallace Rockwell

Jennifer Swanberg
Melissa Willette
Nancy Wilson
Kirsten Wingate
Tracy Cronin
Jennifer Healy
Lisa Kurylok
Robin Price
Stacey Gordon
Lynne Wentworth
Lyn [lurke
Donna Demetri
Carol Douglas
Suzanne Horton
Muoro Lynch
Moureen ·o ·Neil

Susan Kirnon
Denyse Louzieu
Susan Jacobson
Anne [lollotti
Jodi Thibedeau
[lobbi [loufford
Judy Elwell
Muoro McConn
Holly Johnson
Debro Eisenberg
Ann Humphrey
Stephanie [lrooks
Joanie Cameron
[lorboro Srienbrueck
Jill Schlernirzour
Susan Murphy

Delta Zeta
/

/

-----~----___

. ~z .
• THETA GAMMA.

President: Sue Grout

Diane Agrodnia
Sharon Almeida
Gina Clorisano
Detty Clortlett
Patti Clean
Stacia Clelyea
Sharie Cluddenhagen
Stacey Cludris
Cath y Callinan
Patty Conniff
Kati Cross
Koren Curtis
Tamara Cutting
Judy Davis
Sharon Delaney
Jill Dickinson
Mitch Dunklee

Deb Edwards
Michelle Fecteau
Jenny Fox
Renee Fraser
Lisa Gamache
Lourie Geary
Kathie George
Sue Grout
Cindy Guay
Loura Guptill
Lisa Hansen
Lisa Hortop
Edwina Hall
Ellen Hume
Karen A. Johnson
Koren R. Johnson

Dawna Kelsey
Tracey Kenealy
Lisa Kenney
Deb Kimball
Phyllis Kipnis
Chris Kfoury
Kirsten Kohlmeyer
Sue Kustes
Roxanne Lachance
Diane Lang
Diana Larrea
Lisa Louden
Lori Manor
Linda Mauser
Sue Merrifield
Debbie Metcalfe

Katy McGillen
Dione Neikem
Kim Nelson
Tracey O ' Clrien
Joy Porolisi
Lindo Paternoster
Deb Penney
Margo Ranucci
Marianne Rodden
Melissa Robinson
Leslie Russell
Sarah Siegal
Sue Slater
Julie Somers
Jayne Sarrell
Marti Stone

Holly Sullivan
Debbie Syphers
Linda Tardiff
Anne Tierney
Jane Tobin
Patti Torr
Linda Trombly
Paula Tremblay
Dione Vautier
M . J. Walsh
Robin Walsh
Jen Weaver
Robyn Wiggin
Jane Waloson
Nancy Wyman
Sue Zeph ir

Kappa Sigma

KI
Jomes Abrams
Joe Alrschul
Peter Oorbero
Steve Oorrett
Poul Oorron
Scott Oeol
[lob Oeoulieu
Charlie Ooyce
More Oriere
Ned Ourke
Peter Ourns
Kevin Cassidy
Scarr Chilson
OiffCollelo
Joe Chelstowski
Poul Chelsrowski
[lob Coppins
Jeff De Neill
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President: Joe Chelstowsl,;i
Rich Dion
Mork Doherty
Pot Duffy
Gregg Elliott
Constantine Engolichev
Jim Freemon
Joe Gallant
Mork Germano
Jim Godwin
Mork Graziano
Steve Guerrette
John Haggerty
Ty Holl
Jomes Horris
Don Hurley
Ken Kaplan
Glen Lavoie
David Lee

Oill Lesieur
Tom Lorenzo
Andy Lovett
Jim Loviso
Evon MocDermott
Joe McMofferry
Dennis McCarthy
John McKenno
Kevin Major
[lob Monz
Mott Millen
Oill Maison
Tom Nickerson
Tim Noonis
Shown O 'Donnell
Corl Olson
Dove Paine
Howie Ravitz

Tom Record
Kirk Rindfleisch
John Riel
Dwayne Robinson
Mike Rowell
Clint Rumble
Joe Sarette
Mork Sklodony
[lob Soucy
Jim Squires
Chris Thompson
Ira Ury
[lob Williams
Kevin Williams
John Word
Ron Word
Dove Warson
David Webb

[lob Werner
[lob Young
Corl Ooggis
Oill Cashin
Jeff Cote
John Curry
Kent Foster
Dove Maclean
Sean Markey
Pere McKenney
AIO'Orien
Peter Pike
Kevin Sheppard
Joy Wil liamson
Greg Rora
Ed Young
Ed Zelinski
Jeff Anderson

Lambda Chi Alpha

AXA

President: Dove W oznicl~i

Mori, Lowron
Poul Morin
Kurr Smirh
Jeffrey Hird
Don Killiany
Clill Clond
Doniel Morr
Mori, Danie
William Clorrerr
Jomes Quirk
John Ferrie
Clen Schwa lb
David Hill
Roberr [loll,us
Thomas Wi lliamson
John Marcus

Todd Copley
Christopher Howard
Clruce Knurson
Jeffrey Robinson
David Morr
Rich Nohelry
Jomes Ausrin
Tim Dambach
Jeffrey Colberr
Rjoy Ilg
David Clulk
Clrion Clurns
Thomas Colarusso
Clrion Merson
Mil,e Simino
Poul Dufault

Roberr MocPherson
Jeffrey Roy
Mork Polhemus
Russel Mock
Sherman Horton
Doniel Scammon
Elwyn Wheoron
Mork McForlin
David Plonre
Alon Core
Don Goode
Mori, McKenno
Gory Allen
Clrion Perry
Gory Porrridge
Mil,e Polhemus

John Manning
Doniel Hogen
Scarr Horris
Kevin Merson
Ken Srone
Jeff Twombly
Jeff Sroughron
Jeff Shulman
Sreven Moffee
Joe Antonio
David Morgon
Poul Copuzzo
Mork Hemming
Derricl, Drohan
Poul Norwood
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Phi Kappa Theta

President: John Swenson
Peter 13olon
Donald 13elonger
Jaques 13elonger
13erndt 13ittner
Joseph 13ouchord
Stewart 13rown
John Coppi
David Clough
13rion Craven
Russell Denner
Michael Groves
Doniel Hammond
Steven lseler
Kevin Klein

Steven Lapointe
Mork Lavoie
Wayne Lawrence
Michael Leonard
David Mcgettigan
Matthew Moynihan
Mork Perkins
Stephen Piotrowski
David Speed
John Swenson
Steven Wengel
Poul Cormier
Doniel Vincent

PhiMu

President: Ellie Sterling
Sharon Anderson
Elaine [leol
Kathy [lickford
Wendy [)urger
Heather Carroll
Carol-Ann Chapman
Elaine Cochrane
Joanne Doherty
Carolyn Duch
Jan Freemon
Geri Friedlaender
Cathy Furtek
Stacey Gaffey
Liza Garand
Nancy Goldstein
Cindy Gormley
Laura Haass
Chris Guerette
Sue Henderson

Emily Judy
[)orb Laverty
Kyle Lindquist
Sue Long
Syler Longaker
Sandy Marshall
Missy Olney
Dione Orlando
Robyn Ottaviano
Patti Pressly
Koren Purdie
Lauren Roy
Stephanie Safford
Vicky Sesin
Linda Smith
Judi Sansini
Ellie Sterling
Terry Toth
Maria Zamarchi

Cathy [)urns
Robin Callahan
Colleen Catin
Katrina Dankens
Julie Deady
Jane Ducharme
Trocey Flanders
Lisa Floch
Karen Gould
Mary Ann Harringron
Kelly Jones
Gretchen Munn
Noelle Sheehan
[)orb Stein
Kathy Tullon
Laura Alford
Jennifer Desa utelle
[lerh Dreiker
Michelle Dube

Lisa Eberhardr
Danna Erdmann
Heidi Gerhardt
Leslie Glow
Cherie Hall
Mindy Kruse
Kimberly Meyers
Jennifer Mitchell
Sue Monahan
CarolAnne O 'Sullivan
Lisa Renaud
Pamela Sheehy
Maureen Sudboy
Sue Vacchi
Lisa Viola
Melanie Warren
Lynda Webster
Deborah Williams

Pi Kap pa Alph a

IIKA

President: Brett Burbank
David Airreniemi
Wolter Andrews
Andrew Dauer
Roger Daron
Robert Derliner
Gerold Dorovick
Francis Druni
Stephen Duck
Drett Durbonk
Gregory Duzzell
David Cadorette
Jomes Carroll
Anthony Costellone
Auther Defusco
Dovid Dumais
Michael Elcock
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Jeffrey Feenstra
Doniel Grimes
Anthony Grise
Thomas Guido
Poul Gustavson
Richard Haggerty
Edward Hanley
Andrew Horr
David Hastings
Charles Holden
Thomas Howe
Stephen Jacobson
Kenneth Kiburis
David Loncisi
Russel Lavoie
Neil Lehoux

Doniel Levasseur
Scott Lincoln
Michael Long
Michael Madden
Evans Manolis
Sean Mcown
Robert Morin
Sean Morrow
Sean O 'Connor
Owen O 'Neil
Jeffrey Parsons
George Posfi
Kurr Porten
Steven Perkins
David Perry
Drion Raymond

Ira Rubin
Lawrence Rubin
Thomas Skinner
Donald Sr. Germain
Peter Stone
Glenn Suchocki
Kevin Su llivan
Thomas Swist
Andre Thibodeau
Gory Tilbor
Peter Tyrrell
Glenn Vo/ides
Henry Veilleux
Todd Walles
Jomes Whitmore
T. Spencer Wright

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

~AE

President: Ted Dey
Mork Hansen
llrooks llillinghom
David Plante
Poul Kerrigan
Tim Faylor
John Foerster
Dorry Westphal
John Reynolds
Mork Costello
Nick Meninno
Ron Moffette
Andy Row
Steve Raymond
John Phillips
Mork O 'Neil
Mork Ferman
Dono llordwell
Peter Gibb
Steve Weberson

Loukas Nokos
Dill Angevine
Dab Rea
Dove Yildiz
Mike Galante
Herb Johansen
Dill Muel~es
Gory Rooney
Fronk Dearden
Dill Wright
Rob Douglas
John Lovely
Pete DeVries
Jon Peirce
Chip Rogers
Ed Horton
Don Stonel~ing
Jim Reagon
Jamie Wolters

Scott Kellet
Chris Clarke
Rick Kincaid
Gil Adams
Todd Foley
Tracey Fitzsimmons
Dove lljork
Steve Worren
Tom Modica
Doug Korrell
Gene Ross
Mork LoRoche
Jordon Amborgis
Dove Gilbreuth
Dove llruce
John Scozzerello
Dove Gouchoe
llrion Fortin
Ted Dey

Tim Turcotte
John Kenison
Steve Noble
Poul Lofrio
Dove Costrucci
Kevin Quolters
John Moorman
Chris Diego
Dove llollentine
George McGrath
Tony Zdunko
Ted Eynon
Keith Farrel
Wayne Trottier
Gil Holmes
Kori Alterman
Don French
Tom Schultz

Mike llurns
Rick [lyrnes
Woyne Fournier
Rob Loring
Rob Warren
[lob Schuler
Steve Moreau
Pete Rowell
Tim Poul
Tom Kimmer
Steve Drock
Roger Smith
llruce Shapiro
Dill Kyser
Jim Sollowoy
Joe Turner
Steve Carberry
Don O 'Rourke
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Sigma Beta

IB

President: Steve Knollmeyer
Peter Adomol,os
Scott Angell
Mork Armstrong
Rob [lokerion
Wayne [lednorz
Mike [lerube
Drew Comeroto
Jim Cobb
Jim Conley
Tom Cote
Jock Cummings
[lern ie Dolcortivo
Kevin Damon
Pete Dicl,son
Tom Dickson
Tom Dunn
Dove Duvall
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Don Eaton
Doug Emery
[lob Erickson
Mork Foceu
lov Feru lb
Mike Finucan
Peter Fitzpatrick
Don Gravelle
Poul Gillespie
[lrion Goudas
Fronk Guodoqnino
Dove Huinlin
Neal Hartmann
[lrion Hayword
Wells Hodous
Steve Ives
Gory Johnson

Dove Knieriem
Greg Ludes
Kurt Mossey
Jeff MacDonald
Jim Marquis
Greg Nowlin
Tom McCarthy
Pot O 'Neil
Poul Price
Dennis Prudhomme
Mork Provencher
[lill Quirk
Chris Roy
Mike Reed
Rob Rowe
Dove Ruediger

Steve Salsman
Dove Sanderson
Mike Shea
Tim Sherril
Trip Shriver
Poul Simpson
Jim Silvosy
Croig Sylester
Mork Syrocuso
Mike Tomosi
Gory Thulonder
[lrion Tyler
Woyne Verronne
Duncon Wotson
Ross Williams
Dove Yole

Sigm a Nu

IN

President: Roy Lenordson
Fronk [lochilos
Roy Lenordson
Colin Smith
Hunter [lrownlie
Peter Colburn
Oill Downey
Ken Vivion
Todd Schell
Henry Allen
Orion Kelly
David Costello
Jim Shepard
Derrick Nelson
Robert Moore
Peter [lurrr
Francois DiFolco
Tod Pepin

Jeffrey Corey
Philip Waterman Ill
Jeffrey Hardwick
Michael Reingold II
Alon Ireton
William Puglisi
David Rodgers
Kenneth White
George Orphonos
David Roymenr
John Noy Jr.
Peter Daigle
Greg Pope
Kevin Oakes
Dove DeJoger

John Dauphinais
John [lobineou
Doug Kortsen
Chris Clark
Mork Oreen
A . David [Jell
Michael Foy
Dole Rodney
Michael Pepin
Tom Schmotiloch
Jock Lavoie
Mork Scarpato
Oerr Freedman
Craig Frey
Fronk Menez

Mike Outterfield
Dove Kerkhoff
Oruce Oowden
Orion Simpson
Oill Robidoux
Adam Chidekel
Fred Marshall
Ed . Tetreault
John [Jennett
Al Gee
Greg Rudolph
Chris Cosey
John McKone
Jeff Webb
Mike [lruni
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Tau Kappa Epsilon

TKE

President: Kent Penfield
Tom Qwizdolo
Scott Winslow
Honk Schu ltz
Joy Stewart
Art Lindahl
John Dillingham
Kent Penfield
Kevin Kick
Jason Sundook
Kevin Compagno
Mork Poirer
Wayne Simoes
Dove Suther
John Gorofoli
Kurk Lyons
Kious f\odermocher
Tom Lyle
Vinny Sutera
Jim Murphy
Dove Zacharias
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Steve Shanley
Mike Toinboth
Tom Goss
Phil Coughlan
Fred Keach
Jon Sistore
John Mangine
Mike O 'Conner
Kevin Currier
Pete Champagne
John Kolontzookos
f\ob Thoms
Honk Phippen
Jim Seely
John Gammon
f\oy Lopez
Chris Hoger
Tim Chace
f\oss Thalheimer
David White

Poul [logshow
f\ick Aldrich
Steve Shie lds
Tom Haight
Nick Yardley
Poul Delorie
Gotor [Jennett
Joe Corona
Jon f\ittenberg
Kyle Frey
Mike Pompion
Mork Pottle
[lill Zemon
Lorry Lo[lelle
[lillCote
Eric Hanson
Don Marrs
Joe Williams
Mike Sawin
Keith Enos

Theta Chi

President: Don McCullough
Micheal [)uoire
Steve Graziani
Micheal Ehompoux
Thomas Corey
Robert Dalzell
Dove Schroeder
Jeff Friedricks
Raymond Dow
Joy Huett
Don McCullough
Scott Hopkins
Steve Lindsey
Steve Andrews

@X

Steve Morl,em
Scott [)ennet
Robert Locl,ermon
Doug [)urton
Kevin Mc[)ride
[)ob Chose
Son Guenicl,
David O 'Grody
Thomas Duane
John Fournier
John [)al,er
Ed Groves
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How's T'HE TERM
PAPcR COMING- A·
LONG-,J'AY? RE·
SDRTIN& T'O T'HE
"fWNT AND PECK"
METHOD,eH?
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Organizations
Have an interest? There's probably an
UNH student organization custom designed
for you. Is business your bag? Want to
meet people? Do you like writing,
ecology, or religion? Student organizations
are the place to enjoy all that a~d more.
Wildcat organizations provide the
challenge of exciting growth for UNH
students.
UNH wildcats participate in over 100
recognized clubs, each with their own
unique philosophy. UNH organizations
bring community service, leisure, and
career skills to students. In addition to all
the traditional clubs, the Recreation
Department sponsors a wide range of club
sports and intramurals for the athletically
minded collegiate. Club sports at UNH pair
well trained minds with strong bodies for
the totally healthy student.
Twenty-one honorary societies have
chapters at UNH including Phi Beta Kappa,
Tau Beta Pi, and Mortar Board. Clubs like
AIESEC, The Forestry Club, and The
American Institute of Chemical Engineers
give majors an added social and learning
experience. Wildcats show their strong
commitment to the academic program
through these organizations.
The larger student organizations like
The New Hampshire, The Student Senate,
MUSO, WUNH, The Granite, and The Student Press are funded by all UNH students
through the Student Activity Fee. They provide services for everyone on campus,
touching student lives daily. These
organizations are creative outlets for caring students who donate their time to
' make UNH a better place.
Student organizations at UNH enrich
campus life for 10,000 students and faculty
members. Whether it's the philanthropical
activities of the Greek system, the
academic emphasis of the honorary
societies, or the entertainment of MUSO or
SCOPE, student organizations make a
strong contribution to the Wildcat way of
life. The growth, friendships, and skills
achieved in student activities follow UNH
Wildcats wherever they go.
Without UNH Wildcat student organizations, our lives would be very different.

Many years from now, perhaps at a
homecoming weekend or at a class reunion, the memories of those long,
sometimes boring, sometimes exciting, Student Activity Fee Council (SAFC) meetings
will slowly come drifting bock to us. Some
day, post council members will probably sit
bock , sip a cocktail or two and laugh at the
thought of those controversies, that bock in
the 1982-83 session seemed so important
and pressing at the time . Why did we
reserve every Tuesday at 12:30 (and some
Thursdays) for those meetings? Who knows
.. . Yet, we all survived

STUDENT
ACTIVITY
FEE
COUNCIL

With thoughts of Women 's Center fiasco
from the previous year well behind, the
council tackled a number of other issues.
WUNH-FM survived yet another (perhaps
unwarranted) investigation . Rumors of
both a SCOPE/ MUSO merger and a
Granite/ Student Press merger turned out to
be unfounded. The Granite, operating in
the red due to years of mismanagement,
was boiled out with reserves from SAF
coverage funds. The Commuter Advocate,
newly merged with the Student Press, was
granted permission to publish weekly instead of semi-monthly. SCOPE finally purchased the $22,000 stage. MUSO followed
suit. Changes were approved in the SAFC
by-lows. The list is endless . . . meetings,
meetings, and more meetings!
Also, SAFC, as in the post, spent endless
amounts of energy wrestling with the
1983-84 proposed budgets and concepts
from the twelve SAF organizations. UNH is
unique in that sense. Not too many colleges and Universities permit a board comprised of students to create , monitor, and
expend over $500,000 annually.
When the smoke cleared , the Student
Activity Fee Council boosted another fruit-

ful and productive year. Students were
provided with the opportunity to actively
experience different aspects of broadcasting, journalism, counseling, politics and
programming . Council members experienced fiscal respons ibility and
accountability.
In Council meetings and on the bottom
floor of the MUl3, students learned how to
communicate , interact, cooperate and
work as a team throughout the year. At
times it was a lot of hard work, at other
times, it was just plain fun . In a way, it
gave us all a taste of the " real world ."
With graduation behind, and the rest of
our lives ahead, we'll never forget those
hours spent in the Carroll and Grafton
Rooms. In o way the Council seems
timeless. SAFC's composition alters year to
year - yet the issues don't - just the
names and faces do.
Council members learned a lot from
their dealings on SAFC. We all mode
mistakes along the way, but we picked
ourselves bock up and went on . Now,
we ' re ready to face the future obstacles
and challenges in the world beyond the
University's doorsteps.

The Student Activity Fee Organization
(SAFO) is responsible for finances of the SAF
funded organizations. SAFO may not act u a 11 y produce concerts , publ ish

newspapers or oversee a film series, but it
is directly involved with the financial end of
these activities.
SAFO serves as a mini bank for SAF
organizations, keeping accoount books,
performing audits, paying expenses. Near,
ly 400,CXX) dollars passes through the SAFO
office in one short year. SAFO workers are
kept busy writing checks, as well as recording the monetary documents that keep
SAF organizations financially sound and up
to date.
The 1982-83 year was one filled with
transitions, fortunately for all, there was
Monty Childs. Monty, who serves as the
SAFO treasurer helped student organizations in so many ways that to mention
them all would be impossible. The work of
Joan Pryor, accounting clerk and her assistant, Spiro 13obotas, provided the SAFO office with a combination of efficiency and
cheer. 13ill Specker, a year and a half
veteran business manager gave the group
invaluable aid.
Many students don 't have a conception
of what SAFO does. If SAFO didn 't exist,
th ings wouldn 't run nearly as smoothly in
student organizations.

STUDENT
ACTIVITY
FEE
ORGANIZATION

THE GRANITE
The Granite, the yeorbool~ of the University of New Hampshire, hos successfully
documented events and preserved
memories for nearly 75 years. The pages
of post Granites hold the partying flappers
of the 1920' s, preserved the spirit of NH

boys who become men in WWII, and captured the
turbulence and rebellion of the 1960's. Now, in the
80's The Granite is still combining the work of
talented photographers, journalists, creative writers,
typists, and business people . Together this staff catches the essence of what it means to be a UNH student. The Granite pools the skills of its staff to assemble a professional publication of excellence for
students to enjoy now and in the future . Late nights
in the darkroom, meetings, endless hours at the
typewriter, and great parties ore all a port of working for The Granite.
The 1983 Stoff under the leadership of Editor-inChief John Davis, sow both the 1981 and 82 books
passed out to students. An answer to the question
" What's new at The Granite?" would be the implementation of on extensive color photo section of
senior portraits, and UNH shots. An advertising program was returned to the book ofter on absence of
ten years. A committee was formed to examine
alternate funding of The Granite in the future .
The Granite was produced this year by a core
staff of 10 editors and over 30 staff members. The
book is always looking for students interested in
contributing a little of themselves to UNH. The
Granite hos been on institution at UNH for many
years. It hos enjoyed a good post, and is building
strong reputation for the future . Won 't you be a
port of it?
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MUSO:
MEMORIAL
UNION
STUDENT
ORGANIZATION
" Hello MUSO. "
MUSO. The largest student progromming
organization on campus developing diversified student programs for the University
community.
The entertainment people dedicated to
bring students quality entertainment at
budget prices, MUSO. They're the folks
who do the impossible, bringing you great
films like Fame, On Golden Pond, and that
all time classic Cosob/onco for only one
dollar. Nothing stops the MUSO film series
on Thursdays and Sundays, not even
broken speakers .
Remember all those nights you spent
moving to the beat in the Mub Pub to the
hot tunes of Doug [3ound 's and the New
Sound Express? Or how about those Saturday nights you spent rockin ' and stomping
with the best bonds from [3oston like Midnight Traveler, Private Lightening or the Jim
Carroll [3ond. MUSO 's time and effort
booked those shows, their hard work
apparent.
Are you one of those camera bugs?
MUSO is for you , bringing you darkroom
services and instructions which cannot be
matched anywhere else on campus. The
campus provides numerous opportunities
to shoot pictures, and MUSO provides the
darkrooms.
MUSO even offers on arts and lecture
series, a series which brought UNH students
John Stockwell, controversial Cl.A. agent
to El Salvador.
No matter what your tastes ore the foll~s
at MUSO offer something for everyone.
MUSO makes the MLJ[3 the fun place to be .
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THE
NEW
HAMPSHIRE

The New Hampshire does a lot more
than appear every Tuesday and Friday.
The newspaper's offices, located on the
bottom floor of the MUB, are probably the
loudest (and the messiest) in the building ;
phones ring, typewriters clack , people yell.
But for the 100 or so people that help
publish the newspaper, it's a special part of
their doily life at UNH .
Reporters learn to make countless
phone calls, trying to get through to a
source , only to have the call returned
when they 're at class. Editors learn not to
shout too loudly when reporters don 't turn
in stories. Typists learn what all the funny
numbers and codes on the typesetting
machines mean - and that even when
you know that, the machines don 't always
work. Production people learn not to cut
themselves with razor-sharp pen knives
and to pick wax and border tape from
their clothes.
In the business office , advertising
associates sell hundreds of ads, while the
business manager keeps the finances
straight (although this year he spent more
time investigating other student
organizations).
When most UNH students pick up The
New Hampshire, it's to see the sports,
news, features, photos, or personals. But
when the students who work at The New
Hampshire pick it up, it's to see how well
they did their job.
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SCOPE
To soy that Scope 's only job at UNH is
concert promotion for the entertainment of
the student body would be a gross
understatement of all that Scope does.
Yes, Scope is the group that brings concerts
to UNH, but it's so much more.
Scope 's committee of dedicated workers
brought the music to UNH with such shows
as Jonathon Edwards, The Pot Metheny
Group, The Motels, and others. Each
onstoge act that hits UNH requires student
stage hands and morsholls to work behind
the scenes, well organized promotional
workers to ensure that posters don 't arrive
emblazoned with misspelled bond names,
people to put up posters, people to set up
choirs, and people to pray that the bond
will arrive on time .
The enthusiasm of the standing ovations
remain with the security and stage crews
as the choirs fold up, the stage comes
down and the bond loads out. As so many
Scope workers will agree , the experience
of working bock stage is simply
intoxicating.
Scope, for a little spice in UNH life .
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THE
STUDENT
PRESS
The Student Press become a cyclone of
creativity this year. It's always reflected inventiveness the poetry and fiction journals
Aegis and Catalyst, Commentary, a journal
of the communications world , and the fine
Arts journal, Visual Arts. 1982-83 for Student
Press was more thon o year of inventiveness, it was a year of growth, and the
entire UNH community felt this change . The
Student Press adopted the Commuter Advocate, a weekly issue oriented news
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magazine that emphasizes news pertaining to the commuter and non-traditional
student body, renaming it the Advocate.
The atmosphere at the Student Press office hos reflected the changes, and though
still creative, the office energy level hos
risen strongly. The Commuter Advocate
hos brought the drive and incentive
necessary for responsible journalism while
the magazines hove visibly helped the

Commuter Advocate to become a well
respected publication . The Advocate hos
matured from a monthly newsletter to a
newsmogozine, complete with in-depth
stories, reports, and editorials.
The Student Press hos finally become
what it hos always hod the potential to be ,
a first-rote publishing organization with a
dedication and commitment to on informed, appreciative community.

STVN

The Student Television Video Network
hos a twofold purpose. First, STVN trains
UNH students in television production by
giving them free access to high quality professional equipment. Secondly STYN provides free entertainment for students as
well as campus news and information in a
magazine format.
STVN programs ore shown on the MUB
Pub 's large screen television or in the
Seacoast lunge behind the Information
desk. The STVN news show airs every
Wednesday at 12:15, while full length
feature films ore shown once a month in
the Pub.
The 1982-83 year was characterized by

steady growth for STVN . Membership grew
as well as on understanding of television
production . STVN learned as it produced.
STVN productions were enhanced by the
use of a new Sony industrial television
camera . There were a few days the
camera wasn 't used. STVN is trying to reach
a great number of students and hos looked
into the possibility of creating a coble
system linking the dormitories to The
group's studio.
With continued expansion in mind, STVN
anticipates the purchase of additional
equipment in 83-84, as well as touching
more student lives.
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Center
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THE WOMEN'S CENTER
In education , in marriage, in everything ,
disappointment is the lot of woman . It shall
be the business of my life to deepen this
disappointment in every woman 's heart
until she bows down to it no longer.
- Lucy Stone 1855
The UNH Women 's Center serves the
campus men and women as a referral and
drop-in center and as source of information
on such topics as birth control , feminist
theory, and women in business. It's a cozy
place with choirs and a couch where peo-

pie con read the center's various bool~s
and magazines.
The Women 's Center hos brought such
international figures as Shirley Chisolm and
8etty Friedan to Durham . The talents of
Meg Choirstion , and of 8etsy Rose and
Cathy Winter hove been heard courtesy of
the center. The center hos offered informative slide shows on issues such as abortion ,
pornography, and women in prison .
The Women's Center con be used as on
information service, or as just a place to sit
around and chat.

WUNH
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Recipe for a Radio Station. Take 70 people with egos the size of Rollinsford, give
them a potential audience of one million
listeners and the end result is WUNH , the
Freewaves. WUNH presnets live broadcasts
of groups like 13erlin Aircraft or the Fools
back to back with REO Speedwagon ,
bluegrass and 13eethoven. Variety is the
spice of life at the Freewaves, who crank
out something for everyone . Along with
great music WUNH features an award winning news department and the best
hockey coverage in the area.
1983 was a year of major changes at
WUNH. Program Director Russ Dumont was
replaced by Doug 13oucher. Music Director
13ob Costa departed with Eddy Mayrand
filling his shoes. If you 're looking for a
unique working experience with plenty of
space for individuality, WUNH just might be
the place for you .
Never satisfied with the present, WUNH is
continually looking towards tomorrow .
If it's been recorded , and sometimes
even if it hasn 't, WUNH will play it. Rock,
jazz, classical , funk , reggae , folk , bluegrass,
new and old, WUNH has it. If you listen long
enough , you might find something you'll
like. The Freewaves is your friend, playing
tomorrow's music today.

COOL-AID
The phone rings. In her haste to answer it,
the member scrambles up from the couch.
Her stomach tightens and heart rote quickens
as she reaches for the phone .
"Hello, Cool-Aid. Con I help you?"
The possibilities ore vast. The coller may be
upset that their roommate comes home
drunl~ and abusive . Or maybe the issue is fear
of flunking out , questioning if they're gay
ofter a homosexual experience , concern for a
suicidal friend , feeling lost, insecure and lonely, or simply not knowing the number for MUB
info ...
The member is not there to judge the coller
or the issue. The hope is to be supportive, and
to help the caller understand their own feelings and situation. This may help them find
their own answers.
" Toke core and please let us know how
things worl~ out for you . Bye."
Cool-Aid is a crisis-intervention telephone
hot-line, drop-in center and referral service .
We provide UNH and the community with " a
confidential ear. " The callers always hove the
option of anonymity. In addition to our listening and problem solving sl~ills, we offer tapes
with pre-recorded information . This offers
callers information without risl~ .
Cool-Aid is a rewording experience for its
members and a supportive service for the
university community .
Cool-Aid is " someone to toll~ to ."
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PFO:
PROG RAMM ING
FUND
ORGA NIZAT ION

Who has the enormous job of sponsoring over 80 recognized student organizations ranging in size from three individuals
to over a hundred members? The Programming Fund Organization, that's who .
Housed in Room #124 of the Memorial
Union 13uilding, PFO 's main goal is to increase the number of organizations which
provide valuable and entertaining events
for the University community . PFO workers
include four student coordinators and one
business manager. PFO also has a 13oard of
Directors which include the business
manager, Renee Romano of the Student
Activities Office, and five student senators
from SAFC. The PFO 13oard sets general

policy for hiring and firing .
The events PFO sponsors are as diverse
as the University itself. As well as bringing
speakers here to discuss political and social
issues, PFO has funded the civil engineers'
concrete conoe race, multi media religious
events like Campus Crusade ' s
Dreamweaver , and science fiction
magazines. Any organization which wants
to hold an event works with a team of PFO
Coordinators to develop their ideas to their
maximum potential. Last year, over
$35,000 dollars was given away and this
year, the staff will be working hard to do
even more for UNH students.

STUD ENT
ACTI VITIE S
OFFICE

The Student Activity office in the MUB is a
resource center for all student organizations, offering a variety of services and advise . The office , staffed by Renee Romano,
Peter Sherman, and Jon Smith coordinate a
number of campus events as well as
overseeing the Greek system.
When students return to school in
September, the Activity office is already
organizing low-cost mini courses in areas
such as guitar, aerobics, and self-defense.
The foll continues with Homecoming and
Parents Weekend . Homecoming includes a
bonfire, floats and parades. Parents
Weekend brings Mom and Dad to UNH for
dinners, movies, tours, speakers and
Workshops.
With the help of a special events intern,
the office plans more mini courses for the
spring, as well as sponsoring College Bowl.
College Bowl is on exciting academic quiz
bowl.
The annual Winter Carnival is held in
February. This event is kicked off by a bonfire and Torch run , and culminates with the
snow sculpture contest. The office also
sponsors- Women 's History Week, Spring
Training beach party , and Senior Doy.
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Programmin g Fund Organization s:
Adopted Grandparents Program
AIESEC
Alpha Epsilon Delta
Alpha Zeto Honorary Fraternity
Alternative Energy Coalition
American Institute of Chemical Engineers
American Society of Civil Engineers
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
Anthropology-Archeology Club
13ohoi Club
13ig 13uddy Program
131ue Key Honor Society
Campus Crusade for Christ
UNH Chess Club
Closs Council
Communication Association
Country Dancers
UNH Debate Club
Democratic Student Association
Dobro Slovo (Slovid Language Honor
Society)
Earth Science Club
Forestry Club
Free Radicals (Chemistry Club)
Freshman Comp
Future Formers of America
Goy Student Organization
Great 13oy Food Co-op
Gruppe 90 (Germon Club)
Handicapped Student Organization
Health Services Consumer Advisory 13oord
Hetzel Holl Dance-A-Thon
Horseman's Club
Institute of Electrical Engineers and
Electronics Engineers, Inc.
International Festival Coalition
International Student Organization
Inter-Varsity Christion Fellowship
Jewish Student Organization
UNH Juggling Club
Juris Quoesitor
Mortar 13oord
Mouthes (Social Events Magazine)
Music Educators Notional Conference
Notional Abortion Rights Action League
Notional Stuttering Program
The Navigators
The New Hampshire Gentleman
The New Hampshire Notables
The New Hampshire Outing Club
The Niche
Occupational Therapy Club
Pedology Club
Perspectives
Students for Performing Arts
Phi Chi fheto
Progressives Student Union
Protestant Student Gathering

Recreation and Porks Society
Resource Economics Club
Russian Club
St. Thomas More Core Group
Sawyer Holl Wiffleboll Marathon
Science Fiction Club
Senior Key Honor Society
Simulations Gomes Club
Ski Club of UNH
Social Service Student Organization
Society for Wholistic Living
Soils Club
Solar Energy Coalition
Student Ambassador Council
Student Art Association
Student Film Organization
Students for a 13etter America
Student Nurse Organization
Student Political Awareness Organization
Student Political Forum
Students for Recycling
Students for Satire
Student Talent Show Committee
The Association for Student Talent and
Entertainment
The Organization for the Study of the
Nature of Mon
The Society of Wholistic Living
The Woy of UNH
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THE STUDENT SENATE
Karen A. Johnson and T. Spencer Wright
ran unopposed for the position of Student
Body President and Student Body Vice
President at the end of the 1982 academic
year .
During the campaign , the Johnson and
Wright team promised to better the relationship between the administration and
students.
Following through with their campaign
promise , Karen and " Spenny" became
very close to UNH President Evelyn Handler
and worked along with the administration
to promote the university in a positive
way .
Through a seemingly endless series of
Student Senate meetings, every Sunday
night in McConnell, scheduled Trustee
meetings and executive board conferences, Karen and Spenny achieved a
good measure of credibility for the Student
Senate through their knowledge and
ability.
The quick witted Spenny, with his
" messy preppy" wardrobe and cheshire
cat grin, made many a Senate meeting
bearable when they stretched on into the
night at budget time.
Karen , with her clear thinking and
outspoken personality gave the right
measure of organization and authority the
rest of the Student Senators needed to
follow her lead and accomplish their goals.
Her confident manner was sometimes
taken as bossiness, and was the cause of
some antagonism, but over all , it was
usually just the right spark to move things
along .
Both Karen and Spenny, aside from carrying out their duties and serving their time
as SBP and SBVP; as " Mother Ginger," the
ever-dependable secretary of the Student
Senate, that kept the place in order, called
them , also went beyond their specifically
outlined jobs, by going out to the state
legislature to testify on important matters
to the state. These issues included the USNH
budget and the Drinking Age question .
Koren's qualities as a student leader
gained her a deserved reputation as a
hard worker who really cared about all the
questions she oversaw during the year. As
President, Karen was a junior, and decided
not to try for the time consuming job
again . She 'll be a " regular student" for a
change.
Spencer took his pizazz and personality,
not to mention his business degree, after
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graduation (at which he received the Jere
A. Chase Award) and moved on to a
career in banking.
The Councils of the Student Senate:
Jamie Rock, before being elected Student Body President, served as chairperson
of the Health and Human Services Council.
The purpose of the council is to represent
students in all areas of student life encompassing health services, Counselling and
Testing , Career Planning and Placement, International students and handicapped
students.
A major blow to health services on campus was the Governor's Management
Review Team 's recommendation (and implementation) of making Hood House selfsupporting. The result of this action was that
no more money from the university 's
general fund can go to paying for health
care .
What all this meant in the end was an increase in students' mandatory health fee
to $56 per semester, almost double of the
previous year .
At the end of the year, plans for an
evaluation of the Career Planning and
Placement program were underway .
Deb Leber, with her Judicial Affairs Council tried reaching commuter students by setting up a Commuter Table in the MUB to
ask for more input from students.
The council is responsible for updating
rights and rules, dealing with financial aid
and commuter student affairs and serves
as liason between the MUB Board of
Governors and the Student Senate .
Leber and her crew worked hard in investigating the Kari-Van charges that were
put into effect for the Fall of 1982. The new
policy had different charges for passes on
different routes. The policy was unfair to
many students, and was changed back to
the uniform price system second semester.
Judicial Affairs also interviewed applicant
for the job of Legal Services. Legal Services
provides legal council to students through
the Student Senate office.
The Academic Council , which allows
students to communicate with the
Academic Senate, make the students
known on a number of controversial
academic issues. The Academic Senate is
mode up of fa culty, the President and
Vice-President for Academic Affairs, plus
PAT staff.
Kim Blewett, as chairperson , made it
clear to the Academic Senate that students

didn 't want the elimination of a field experience program in the Division of Continuing Education in which students could
get academic credit for work experience.
Student opposition forced the faculty to
compromise on its intention to eliminate
the program entirely. Students are allowed
credits under field experience , but are only
allowed to accumulate up to four credits
under the program.
Students lost on another issue. Their objections did not convince the Academic
Senate not to retain the seven week drop
date for courses. Beginning in the Fall of
1984, students must decide in the first three
weeks of classes whether or not they want
to keep a course or drop it without
academic liability.
Students said this would restrict the flexibility they have in choosing a course load
suited to them . The faculty felt the old
policy made for a waste of resources.
Among the other decisions handed
down by the Academic Senate, was the
decision to tell the USNH Board of Trustees
they favored acceptance of differential
charges, could add up to $300 to the cost
of certain expensive programs on students
bills, if the trustees wanted to. These programs could include Engineering and the
Computer Science programs.
The Financial Affairs and Administration
Council , FA&A, chaired by Andy Bauer,
dealt with financial problems within UNH.
Student representatives had their soy in
setting fees such as Dining Services, which
stayed at the some level as the year
before , and Housing on campus.
FA&A was also in on the talks and
negotiations involving the Kari-Van and its
financial difficulties. At the end of the year,
Bauer proposed a resolution involving a
new telecommunications system, which
brought up the student interest. He asked
that the administration include student
phones in the new system so that perhaps
they could get lower rates.
This council had representatives serving
on committees like the Memorial Union
Building Board of Governors, overseeing
the budget process, and speaking up for
the student interest. The mandatory MUB
fee was proposed to remain at the same
rote as the year before.
Students For the University, or SFU, the
council that, according to the Student
Senate Constitution is supposed to initiate,
develope and maintain a positive public
attitude within the state and region that is
conducive to support for the students and
university, had its work cut out for it.

Jim Carroll, chairperson of SFU , headed
up several efforts to gain more support for
the university.
Carroll initiated a letter writing campaign
to protest Governor John Sununu 's proposed budget that would mean severe
cuts in quality education and higher tuition .
The governor offered level funding (no
cuts and no increases) in the amount of
financial support New Hampshire would
contribute to the university system .
Carroll got several students to write to
their state representatives and let them
know they were unhappy with Sununu 's
suggestions, because his proposal did not
take into account previous cuts and inflation . Students wrote to legislators in hopes
of affecting the outcome of the state
budget process.
New Hampshire is 50th on the list of the
amount of aid it gives to its state university,
and although it amounts to only about 24
percent of the total University System of
New Hampshire budget, this money is
necessary for the maintenance of quality
education on the campuses.
Carroll also brought several university
students to Concord to visit with their
representatives personally.
The Student Activity Fee Council (SAFC)
reviewed and recommended budgets for
all the SAF organizations, such as WUNH,
The New Hampshire, STVN and the Granite .
Jim Singer, as chairperson of SAFC was
happy to announce that the Student Activity Fee, which all students must pay each
year, would be lowered.
Other duties of SAFC included recomme, ,ding concepts of student organizations, which define the purpose of each.
There was an evaluation done of WUNH
after the student Pulse report said few
students listened to the radio station. The
evaluation caused much friction between
members of that organization and the
senate. WUNH members had to make
many speeches to the senate before their
peers gave their concept approval. They
had to prove they served the student
interest.
The Residential Life Council, headed by
Mimi 13urns, fought and lost the decision to
turn Smith Hall in Area I into International
House, where international students will be
housed next year.
The administration felt that Smith was
ideal for " I House " because of its small size.
They said international students need to be
together so they can relate to one
another, and adjust to living here. Smith
Hall residents were very upset about the

Karen Johnson
Student 13ody
President

T. Spencer Wright
Student Body
Vice-President

Jamie Rock
Health and Human
Services Chairperson

Roy Lenardson
Senate Personnel
Officer

Deb Leber
Judicial Affairs
Chairperson

Kim Blewett
Academic
Chairperson

decision, and Burns kept the students informed on all of the decision making
process.
Her efforts were in vain , "however, and
Smith will now be the international center
of campus. The formerly all female dorm
will be filled with both foreign students and
traditional students. One third of the
number of residents will be foreign .
The residents of Smith didn 't oppose the
idea of International House, or even international students living in their dorm , but
the transition to co-ed and special interest.
Resi-Life also kept students up to dote on
the progress of the plans for the new dorm
to be built on Strafford Ave ., which should
be partially completed in the Foll of 1983. It
will provide 400 additional spaces of oncampus living for undergraduate studenrs.
Campus housing is at o premium and overcrowding in lounges and triples hos been a
severe and constant problem.
The year ended with the election of a
new Student Body President, Jamie Rock,
and Vice President, Roy Lenordson . The
team went unchallenged, but for a few
write-in votes cost for various would-be
candidates, ranging from members of the
University Administration to Ned Livingston
and Dove Donohue, who began a late
write-in campaign effort on their " Irresponsible " party ticket .
Livingston and Donohue ran on a promise to " Abolish the Student Senate " if
elected. Their disrespectful attitude caused
a little outrage and a lot of amusement
among students. But their chances of winning seemed entirely possible in the final
days of the campaign . Rock and Lenordson, who campaigned on the slogan of
" Students Working for Students" set into a
lost minute campaign flurry , with radio
stints and newspaper interviews on
campus.
The posters of Rock and Lenordson for
outshone the dittoed copies of the Livingston/ Do no hue advertisements, in
number and professionalism .
Rock and Lenordson , both with ex-
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perience on Executive Boord of the Student Senate won by for but come out of
the race a little tainted by their opponents'
effort to discredit the Student Senate .
On Moy 1, 1983 Jamie Rock 's new ad-

ministration took over the reins of Student
Government, hoping to continue the existing excellent Student Senate / Administrotion relationship that existed under the
Johnson Administration .

THE STUD ENT TRUS TEE
" The student trustee position was instituted in the 7O's because students
wonted a voice in the decision mol~ing . I
serve as on equal member of the board,"
Cohen said .
Cohen hod misconceptions of the role of
the 0oord until he took his job . His
misconceptions were particularly evident
in regards to the budget process .
" I was expecting the Goard of Trustees
to be more like Student Government here ,
but they ore two different things . Tol~e the
budget, for example. My experience with
budgets was from a Student Activity Fee
perspective where you go through
everything item by item. "
" You just don 't do that with a budget as
big as the University System of New Hampshire . It would toke ten years to get
through one year's budget, " Cohen said .
As a communications major, Cohen 's
year as trustee augmented his classroom
learning . Cohen developed listening and
analyzing skills, as well as patience.
" With a board as public as the trustees,
people ore always on guard . People
aren't always open . You learn to pick up
on subtle things like who smiles when a
certain piece is read ."
" You watch what things are going on

and you mol~e some l~ind of judgment,''
he said .
The curly haired Cohen 's room is
decorated with the numerous suits he
wears as trustee . They hong on the outside
of the closet and are draped on choirs . A
UNH Wildcat tie hangs beside one of his
suits. Despite the hours he puts in as trustee ,
he finds time for his other interests such as
Freshman Comp or intramural sports.
His experience working with the trustees
hos taught Cohen that students don 't
understand the trustees or their work .
" There is a communications linl~ missing
between the students and the trustees. The
trustees often worl~ in a confidential manner, and students don 't see the work that is
being done ."
Does Cohen feel that he accomplished
one major thing of importance in his year?
No.
" I don 't feel that
accomplished
something personally as the student
trustee . I feel the whole board worked
together successfully. I was able to give input on a lot of issues the board handled."
Jon Cohen , a team ploy of the board ,
will be followed by John U. Davis, a Keene
State Student.

Jon Cohen
Student Trustee
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The Wildcats
For the dedicated sports fan, UNH is a
paradise on earth . The 1982-83 season
showed the tremendous strength of UNH
athletics and should be called the Year of
Wildcat Sports. Spectators enjoyed an
abundance of top notch games in both the
men's and women's programs. UNH sports
brought excitement to the campus
throughout the year.
Even before the students return to UNH
in September, UNH athletes ore already in
training for the fall sports season . The fall
season has something to offer everyone's
tastes: football, field hockey, soccer, cross
country, and tennis. What better way is
there to spend an autumn afternoon than
watching the dazzling foot work of Curt
Collins, the marching band and the UNH
cheerleaders.
New Hampshire winters are notoriously
cold, and long but for sports fans it is the
best time of the year. N.H. fans turn out in
record numbers to cheer their teams and
players on to victory on the ice, basketball
court, or floor of a gymnastics competition.
Whether UNH athletes are in the pool. on a
ski slope, a track, or a wrestling mat they
bring honor to the University.
March '83 meant ploy-off fever for UNH
fans. The men's basketball team thanks
largely to Robin Dixon's shooting and Al
Mclain's grace saw their first ploy-off action ever. Stand-out Theresa Redmond led
the women hoopsters all the way to a title
win . The UNH Women's Hockey team
earned their fourth consecutive title, and
the men, captained by Dan Forget saw action at Boston Garden and in the west. UNH
skiers went to the nationals, as did the
women gymnasts. What a month.
The budding of trees with new leaves
means not only the advent of spring, but
the start of another thrilling sports season.
Spring at UNH means early morning crew
practices, batting practices at the baseball
field and lacrosse scrimmages. It means
baseball and softball, crew, lacrosse, and
Spring track. Mother Nature is at her best in
Durham in the spring, but the sight of a
well conditioned athlete playing an
outstanding game is equally beautiful.
UNH athletics - something to be proud
of.
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Women 's Track
(6-5)

UNH

OPP.
47.5
U Conn
60.0
Harvard
42.0
Moine
77.0
44.0
Rhode Island
60.0
48.0
Vermont
49.5
25.5
Dartmouth
St. John's
40.0
JJ.0
66.5
U Conn
79.0
Boston U.
57.0
Springfield
70.5
28.5
U Moss
New England Championship 4th
2J.5

Field Hockey
(7-9-2)

UNH
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
2
1
0
5
0
2
4
0

OPP.
Boston University
Moine
Rutgers
Iowa
Yale
Harvard
Old Dominion
West Chester
Dartmouth
Bentley
Rhode Island
Springfield
Providence
Massachusetts
U Conn
Vermont
Holy Cross
Northeastern

1
1 (JOT)
1
0
0
5
0(JOT)
2
0
0
1(JOT)
0
4
2(2OT)
0
0
2

Women 's Tennis
(9-2)

UNH
7
8
7
9
7
1
0
7
6
8
5

OPP.
2
Vermont
Middlebury
1
0
Bowdoin
Moine
0
U Moss
2
Boston College
8
Dartmouth
9
Providence
2
Colby
Northeastern
4
U Conn
New Englonds - 6th of 1.'.3

Soccer

(3-8-3)

UNH
3

0
0
1
2
3

0
2

0

2
2
3

OPP.
Bowdoin
13oston College
13abson
Massachusetts
Providence
Holy Cross
Maine
Connecticut
Vermont
Keene State
Plymouth State
13oston University
Rhode Island
Dartmouth

Men's Cross Country
(2-5)

UNH
OPP.
45
13ates
46
Vermont
45
37
Connecticut
65
53
65
Providence
15
Maine
32
27
Colby
33
23
27
Rhode Island
28
PC Invitational second place . New
Englands Eastern Championships
fourth place.

Men 's Tennis
(1-5)

UNH
2

0
5
2

0
3

Rhode Island
Massachusetts
Maine
Vermont
13oston University
Providence

OPP.
7
9
4
7
9
6

0
3
2
3

0
0
3
1
1
4
2
3
1

Men 's Basketball

(16-12)

UNH
67
63
60
90

68
64
48

70
73
76
64

70
74
73
70
77

71
68
87
73
66

78
78
62
58
74
75
77

OPP.
Brown
Massachusetts
Boston College
Northeastern
Harvard
East Caroline
Duke
Morist
Dartmouth
Connecticut
Lafayette
Lehigh
Conisius
Yale
Vermont
Dartmouth
Vermont
Colgate
Niogro
Boston University
Holy Cross
St. Anselm's
Rhode Island
Fairfield
Moine
Northeastern
Conisius
Holy Cross

80
60

92
81
69 (OT)
72

84
60
63
72
63

74
70 (OT)
74
67
60

69
56

64

82
63

62
83
72

59
73
64

89

Football
(4-6)

UNH
Jomes Madison
Holy Cross
13oston University
Connecticut
13ucknell
Lehigh
Northeastern
Rhode Island
Moine
Massachusetts

28
0
22
17
J
17
24

20
14

0

OPP.
6
28
20
20
0
20
22
23
31
27

UNH

Men's Hockey
(22-11-2)

UNH
J
6
6
7
5
5
4
7
5
4
8
7
7
2
6
9
4
9
J
J
6
6
4
2
8
J
5
5
6
J
6
J
5
6
2

Minn-Duluth
Minn-Duluth
Cornell
Providence
Moine
Harvard
13owdoin
Dartmouth
Toronto
Toronto
Moine
Dartmouth
Princeton
Clarkson
13oston University
RPI
Moine
Vermont
Providence
Colgate
13oston College
St. Lawrence
13rown
13oston University
Northeastern
Vermont
13oston College
Yale
Northeastern
13oston University
13oston University
Harvard
St. Lawrence
Minnesota
Minnesota

OPP.
5
7
4
4
2
7
2
6 (OT)
J (OT)
5
0
5
5
5
10 (OT)
J
1
5
2
6 (OT)
2
J (OT)
J (OT)
1
0
4
2
4
J
J
6
2
9
7

Men's Swimming
(8-2)

OPP.
Rhode Island
55
Moine
70
Holy Cross
44
Connecticut
39
13oston University
44
86
64
13owdoin
47
Vermont
65
48
Massachusetts
59
54
13oston College
63
50
Northeastern
63
50
New England Championship
eighth place.
58
43
58
74

UNH
101
70
99
66
68
74
73
70
89

Women 's Swimming
(J-6)
Vermont
Connecticut
Northeastern
13oston
College
Dartmouth
Springfield
Smith
Moine
Massachusetts

OPP.
41
79
42
82
81
75
76
79
60

New England Championship fourth
place. NCAA Division II
Championship 30th out of 49.

Women 's Ice Hocl~ey
(19-1)

UNH
6
5
9
6
4
8
7
13
7
7
1
3
10
9
5
6
8
4
5
6

OPP.
Northeastern
Providence
Colby
Harvard
Northeastern
John Abbott
Cornell
Boston College
Providence
Dartmouth
York
Providence
McMoster
Colby
Boston University
Providence
Brown
Northeastern
Providence
York

4
3
1
1
0
2
3
2
5
1 (OT)
2 (OT)
0
0
3

2
4
6
3 (OT)
3
2

Women 's Volleyball
(14-44)

UNH
0
0
0

2
0
6

2
0

2
2

OPP.
Providence Tournament
Temple Invitational
U Moss Foll Classic
Williams
Springfield
UNH Wildcat Classic
Solem State
Northeastern
Hofstra Invitational
URI Invitational

Gymnastics
(12-0)

UNH

OPP.

167.35
Massachusetts
169.5
157.75
Connecticut
169.65
154.55
Rhode Island
169.35
166.35
Pittsburgh
176.3
170.1
Penn State
170.9
161.45
175.05
Springfield
166.1
Northeastern
174.8
157.8
Connecticut
174.8
158.85
Maryland
173.35
169.85
Massachusetts
176.7
166.35 ·
Rhode Island
176.75
156.85
Cornell
180.05
NCAA East Regional Championship
second place .

8
8
8
0

2
4
0
2
4
8
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Women 's Lacrosse

(8-4)
UNH

14
17
14
9
19
12
12
6
7
6
8
3

OPP.
Holy Cross
13oston University
Vermont
Dartmouth
13oston College
Yale
Northeastern
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Temple
Northwestern
Harvard

1
9
7
10
4
2
3
7
3
13
2
9

Wrestling

(6-8-1)
UNH

14
17
12
12
14
5
15
31
25
22
8
31
22
22
25

OPP.
Lowell
Moine
WPI
Harvard
C.W . Post
Columbia
13oston College
13rown
Massachusetts
Potsdam
W . New England
Rhode Island Co.
Plymouth State
13oston University
Moine

28
33
27
37
26
43
25
6
25
17
34
15
19
24
14

323

Baseball
(16-12)

OPP.

UNH
Drexel
North Central (ILL)
Bloomfield
Drew
Lincoln
Bellormine
Adelphi
Providence
Providence
Northeastern
Northeastern
Providence
Providence
r,hode Island
Rhode Island
Moine
Moine
Vermont
Vermont
Fairfield
Fairfield
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Holy Cross
Holy Cross
Connecticut
Connecticut
Plymouth State

14

7
14

7
4
2
4
6
4
4
2
2
0
5
6
6

J
7
7
4

8
2
2
0
9
15
16

7

2,

J
0
5
2

J
9
10
2

J
4

J
5
4
10
5
6

J
J
0

7
11

J
4
5

J
0
9

Softball
(4-11)

OPP.

UNH
0
0
2
6
4
7
4
0
0

J
9
4
2
0

2

324

Lowell
Connecticut
Connecticut
Holy Cross
Holy Cross
Plymouth State
Plymouth State
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Vermont
Vermont
Bridgewater State
Bridgewater State
Providence
Providence

5
5
4
1
9
5
6

4
9
5
1
J
5
J
4

-- ·--,.-
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Men 's Lacrosse

(1(}3)
UNH

13
12
13
15
10
7

13
26
18
10
15
11
11

OPP.
Yale
Rutgers
Loyola
Middlebury
13rown
Harvard
Massachusetts
Vermont
13oston College
Hobart
13owdoin
Dartmouth
Massachusetts

5
11 (OT)
8
8
13
8
11
9

8
14
9
9

10 (OT)
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In Gratitude
The 1983 Granite staff would like to express our gratitude to all the parents and
businesses that supported our book this
year through advertising and generous
contributions.
This is the first year that the Granite has
actively sought advertisements from
Durham enterprises as well as those in the
surrounding area. The response that we
received was very encouraging; therefore,
we will look forward to the continuing support of our present advertisers in addition
to an expansion of the program in the
coming years.
The sponsorship program, on the other
hand, is experiencing its second year as an
integral part of the Granite. We cannot express enough thanks to the enthusiastic
parents who were so very supportive of
our cause. Letters were sent to the parents
of Junior and Senior students who are currently enrolled in the University. The
response was extraordinary and we
would like to thank you all, once again, for
your generous donations.
We, the 1983 Granite staff, would like to
welcome you to our new advertising/ sponsorship section with hopes that
you will remember the following parents
and businesses for making this year's book
a better one.

1983 GRANITE SPONSORS
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Mr. and Mrs. Richard D. Ahlquist

Edward and Dorothy Colbert

Dr. and Mrs. Mortin Floch

CSM and Mrs. George Anastos, USA

Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Cole

Dr. and Mrs. Eli Forsley

Mr. and Mrs. Richard C. Anderson

Mr. and Mrs. William T. Coppins

William and Jone Foster

Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Andrews

Dr. and Mrs. Poul Corrado

Mr. and Mrs. Reno Fronconi

Dr. and Mrs. John J. Asch

Mr. and Mrs. John Creedon

Mr. and Mrs. Leo W . Fraser, Jr.

Mr. and Mrs. Jomes E. Avera

Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Dallaire

Shirley and Poul Goldsmith

Mr. and Mrs. B. Bokerion

Mr. and Mrs. Dickinson R. Debevoise

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Greenlee

Patsy A. Boker

Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Derrickson, Jr.

Bob and Fron Griffin

Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Barber, Jr.

Mr. and Mrs. Clifdon W . Devine

Dr. and Mrs. Albert H. Guay

Mr. and Mrs. Donald E. Boron

Mr. and Mrs. David Dickson

Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence W . Guild, II

Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Barrett

Mr. and Mrs. Luis E. Domenech

Dr. and Mrs. Robert W . Hobbick

Mr. and Mrs. John H. Berg

Mr. and Mrs. Peter Donohue

Donna Hadley and Donald Fisk

G. Berkley Bennett

Mr. and Mrs. Conrod Dorval, Jr.

Mr. and Mrs. David Hoeger

Harold and Ruth Bernstein

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Dow, Jr.

John and Anne Haggerty

Mr. and Mrs. William F. Bertholdt

Stan and Doris Doyle

Wesley Harper

Maurice E. Blois

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Ducharme

Mr. and Mrs. Alon F. Harrison

T. Jacquelyn and Robert Boudreau

Durham Book Exchange

Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Haughey

Mr. and Mrs. Jomes T. Buckley, Jr.

The Dutch Treat Restaurant

Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Herschfeld

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas T. Buckley

Dr. and Mrs. Charles F. Dyer

Mr. and Mrs. John J. Hickey

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph R. Buotte

Mr. and Mrs. Edward W . Eocker

Mr. and Mrs. William J. Horrigan

Mrs. Orville L. Burr

Mr. and Mrs. Wallace M. Edmonds, Jr.

House Lumber

Mr. and Mrs. Doniel E. Burns, Jr.

Herm and Betty Egli

Audrey Howard

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas M . Burns

Robert R. Ehrlich

Mr. and Mrs. Jonathon A. Howard

Mr. and Mrs. William J. Burns

Mr. and Mrs. Wolter Elinski

Mr. and Mrs. Norman M. Humphrey

Mr. and Mrs. William R. Butler

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph B. Elliott

Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Jackson

Mr . and Mrs. Frederic H. Calkins

Mr. and Mrs. Donald C. Emery

Poul E. Jonetos, Sr.

Mr. and Mrs. Houghton Corr

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ferraro

Mr. and Mrs. Alon B. Kamman

Mr. and Mrs. Michael Casino

Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Fischer

Ira and Loretto Kotz

Hugh Cassidy '50

Beatrice Fitch

A. Constance King

.

Kinney Shoe Corporation

Mr. and Mrs. William M . McGhee

Mr. and Mrs. Howard N. Sims

Mr. and Mrs. M. Milton Kodis

Ann McGraw

Mr. and Mrs. Reynolds W . Smith , Jr.

Kotsumi Koga

Lois and Carlton L. McKenzie

Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Sonsini

13urton S. Kohn

Mr. and Mrs. 13orrie G. McMoth

Charles Soskovic

Yvonne and Zygmont Korolczok

Jomes A . Nossikos

Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Specl~er

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Korostynski

Mr. and Mrs. Wolter J. Neff, Jr.

Carol Z. Stone

Henry and Irene Krason
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''In the field of observation, chance
favors only the prepared minds''
- Louis Pasteur
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The University of New Hampshire
Alumni Association
extends a warm welcome and best
wishes to the Class of 1983
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seacoast Savings Bank
YOUR FULL SERVICE FAMILY FINANCIAL CENTER

537 Central Ave .

Dover, N. H.

749-2150

Member F.0 .1. C.

633 CENTRAL AVENUE, DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE
BRANCH OFFICES: RTE. 125 BARRINGTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
DURHAM SHOPPING PLAZA , DURHAM, N.H.

Congratulations to the
U.N.H. Class of 1983

Congratulations
Pen!
(and they said it
couldn' t be done)

St. :Jl.oma, mor,

Catholic Student Center

Love,
Mary and Dad

Yo Billy
That's Fantastic!
Love Ya,
Dad, Mums and Mike

Best Wishes
to the
Class of '83
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony
Titone
Best Wishes Class of '83

~CHMIDT ELECTRIC CO.
~ ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR
COMMERCIAL

Tel 625-5562
Roy Schmidt

INDUSTRIAL

RESIDENTIAL

25 Whitehall Rd .
Hool.. sett, N.H.

Louise's Sport Shop
Mill Road Plaza
Durham, N.H.

Spring Run Farm
Rte . 4, Northwood, N.H. 03261
Maj Gen USAF (Ret) and Mrs .
John H. Jacobsmeyer, Jr.
Congratulations to the Class of 1983

BEST
WISHES
TO THE
CLASS OF '83
FROM:
THE SISTERS OF

PHIMU
SORORITY

TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

MAIN STREET
DURHAM, N.H.

Congratulations
From the Sub Stop

NELSON ENGINEERING INC.
144 Sudbury Rood-Concord, Massachusetts 01742-617 /369-4901

Civil , Environmental , and Sanitary Engineering• Land Surveys• Construction Layout and Supervision

Richard Young
Proprietor

Telephone
(603) 868-2688

YOUNG'S RESTAURANT
A Pleasant Place to Dine -

Open Doily
6:00 A.M .-7:00 P.M.

Anytime

48 Main Street
Durham, New Hampshire 00824

The only bagE:_l baker¥_ between the Boston area and Portland

We Bake Our Own!
Bagels Baked Fresh Daily
poppy

salt

onion

plain

sesame

garlic

cinnamon
raisin

whole
wheat

'-----BAGELRY-_____,
EVERYTHING'S BETTER ON A BAGEL!
Serving Bagel sandwiches, Deserts, and More,
including everyday specials!
W e'll be open till 9 :30pm Sun -Thurs
and 2:00am Fri -Sat (after spring break)

Durham Shopping Center
(next to the Uppercut)

CHIOMEGA
Sorority

ACAC IA FRATERNITY
The Brothers of Acacia would like to
wish our graduating Seniors the best of luck
Jim Alofot
Pete Brown
Bill Crowley
Dove Guiseley

Barney Heath
Chris Hoag
Pete Kulbacki
Dennis O'Neil

Ned Phillie
Poul Stork
Doug Twymon
Geoff Wheat

Congratulations
to you all from:
Town and Campus
The Book Loft
The Tin Palace
Great Bay Cleaners
Red Carpet
Flower Shop

RECORDS AND TAPES

LITTLE PROFESSOR
BOOK CENTER

~obi's
868 -2021
36 MAIN STREET
OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
Dl.lRHAM . NEW HAMPSHIRE 03824
UNTIL 11 30 PM

Congratulations from:
Tel. 868-2280

CARE PHARMACY
51-53 Main St.
Francis J. Cassidy, R.Ph .

Durham , N.H.

Best Wishes
and Good Luck
to the
Class of 1983

Mon.-Fri. from 8am-9pm, Sat 7am-9pm, Sun 9am-7pm
Mill Road Plaza, Durham N.H. 03824

Tel. 868-2521

J. Grimes, Prop.

COMMUNITY MARKET
32 Main St. -

Meats -

Durham, N. H.

Groceries and Frozen Foods

Co01pli01ents of
Nick Karabelas
to the
Class of 1983
Owner of
Nicks Restaurant
and
Scorpio's Provisions

KARL'S
of the Quad
Best Wishes
and
Good Luck!

Congratulations and
Good Luck to Steve
Ashe and the Class of '83
Your Family,
Mom, Dad, Bob, Rick and Diana

Best Wishes
from
VALLEY
DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
13uck Runser
president

Best Wishes!
from:
Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Mooney

Rt . 1113elgrode Rd .
Oakland, Moine 04963

BUDWEISER
MICHELOB
MICH LIGHT
BUSCH
NATURAL LIGHT

465-2121

DURHAM

BANK
24 HOUR BANKING
with our new
AUTOMATIC TELLER MACHINE

70 Main St.
Durham
Member FDIC

151 Congress St.
Portsmouth
Equal Housing Lender
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Judy White
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Mil~e Kaplan
Assistant Chief Photographer
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A Word From
the Photo Editor

Norm 13enrino
Special Assignments
TimSkeer
Pg . 128
Pg.129
Pg. 156 [lL
Pg. 202-200 All
Pg.242
Pg. 256
Pg. 258
Pg. 259
Pg. 260-261
Pg. 268
Pg. 272-273
Pg. 275
Pg . 280
Pg. 281
Pg. 282
Pg.28J
Pg. 296
Pg.297
Pg. J14 [lL
Pg. J15
Pg . J25
Pg. J40

Pg . 285
Pg . 287
Jonathon [lloke
Pg. 10 [lL
Pg. 11 TL
Pg. 1J (JR
Pg. J1
Pg. SJ
Pg. 75
Pg. 96
Pg. 100
Pg . 104
Pg.111
Pg . 147
Pg.175
Pg. 179
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After having worl~ed at The New Hampshire for three years as Chief Photographer,
and Photo-Editor, I decided to dedicate my
energies to the task of producing a Granite.
I hod been a Granite contributor, but now, I
decided, I would really leave my mark.
Almost from the start, I realized the scale
of the endeavor, and was confronted with
difficulties. Loy-out problems, assignment
mix-ups, and many late, late nights in the
dorl~room combined with a limited budget
did nothing to make matters better.
Slowly however, the book come
together. The pieces began to foll into
place, and I began to think that my vision
of creating a lasting tribute to the class of
83 would come true .
I wonted the 1983 Granite to capture the
essence of UNH. I hoped to bring bock the
good memories of college life by touching
as many aspects of the school as I could. I
wonted to recognize those who deserved
recognition while never losing sight of the
individuality and personal significance of
each of UNH's 10,000 students.
I hope that this book brings pleasure to
those who read it, and that its shortcomings
do not outweigh its strengths. The book is

the end result of a lot of hard work and cooperation . I would like to thank my fellow
staff members for making this a great year .
We ore , if I do soy so myself, a great
group.
The overwhelming support of Gill Knight,
Mike Gruckner, and Grook Merrow at Sports
Information was invaluable . The gong at
Rivers Camero Shop and Jock Story as well
as those at Town and Campus who gave
us such dependable service deserve a
word of thanks. Ron Gergeron of Media
Services helped us as well.
I would like to thank Jeff Genrimo for his
superb color darkroom work , and Norm
Genrimo, whose contributions ore too
great to be measured. Norm served as our
advisor, entertainment committee , purchasing agent, and most importantly as
our friend . Norm performed these duties,
not from any obligation, but out of love.
Thanks to those who mode UNH what it
hos been for me. I know I chose the right
school and I hope my efforts on this book
will serve as a small thank-you for all that
this school hos given me.
Henri J. Garber
Photo Editor

Steve McConn
Pg. 2J6
Pg. 2J7
Don Eva
Pg. 2J1 TL, TR

Ernie Jeness
Pg. 147
Pg. 159
Pg. 160
Pg.169
Pg . 2J4AII
Pg. 2J5 [lL

Deidre Lynch
Pg. 82
Pg. BJ
Pg. 295

Carolyn [llockmon
Pg. 274
Pg. 278-279

Jim Lorrette
Pg.200
Pg. 201 , TL
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STATISTICS AND CREDITS
Production Specifications:
-

Dudget:
The 198J Granite 's total budget was $85,815.

-

The printing budget was $62 ,000.
Each undergraduate student (9,100) paid $6.14 through the Student Activ ity fee .
During foll distribution the pichup change was $5.00.
The bool~ was moiled free to the graduating Seniors of 198J.

Cover:
- The cov er of the 198J Granite is a 160 point Glocl~ No . 104 durolith cover stomped
with a silver foil imprint containing the title , dote, and the University name.

Type :
- All body copy set in 10 pt. Serif Gothic #1J9 sg. Headlines in the Chronology
section were set in various styles and sizes throughout. The Academic section
headlines were set in JO pt. Souvenir 0old .
Printing Specifications:
- J52 pages of 100 pound gloss enamel paper.
-Trim size 9' x 12'
- Endsheets #1J9 pure white .
- lnl~ color : PMS 0locl~.
- Press Run : 5050.
- Senior Photos by: Tom Leonard of Purdy-Vantine Studios, 0oston .
- Senior Photo Representative : The Great 0enrimo himse lf, Norm 0enrimo at
Yeorbool~ Associates, Inc.
- Color: 112 pages, Senior section done entirely in color from exact size prints.
- Photography: Most photographs tol~en through the Granite 's Nihon equipment.

Deadlines:
- The Granite, the Yeorbool~ of the University of New Hampshire, runs on on
October to October schedule . Delivery of the previous year's booh occurs every
September and by October 1st a printing contract is signed. Final material
deadline for the 198J Granite was June 10th, delivery and distribution was in the
first two weehs of September.

Production Representatives :
- Printing by Taylor Publishing Company of Dallas, Texas; Controctionol
Arrangements and Representative : J. Cole Horris at 0olfour-Toy lor of Portland,
Moine.
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FROM THE EDITOR

Success. How con on editor measure
whether a yearbook is " successful" or
not? This is a question that every editor
and every staff member on every yearbook staff asks. ls/hos our yearbook
been " successful " or not? A yearbook's
success con be measured in several
ways. This of course stems from the fact
that to every individual , the yearbook
means something different.
An individual 's interpretation of what
a yearbook should accomplish is so
w ide and varied that the old adage ,
" you can 't please oil of the people oil
of the time ... " quickly comes into effect. How con you squeeze into 352
pages the individual interpretations of
over 10,CXJO students? You can 't; so the
yearbook staff comes up with a new
adage: " You con try and please most of
the people some of the time ... " and
this quickly becomes the motto for the
year.
The terrible thing about a yearbook is
that to most people , it is probably going

to be a letdown. It isn't like high school
where you con count the number of
times you were in the book. Suddenly,
the realization comes that this book
represents 10,CXJO people , and that you
really can 't expect to hove your picture
in six different places. The seniors ore accommodated by their " formal " senior
portraits - and only roughly half get
theirs token! You would think that ofter
four long years, every senior would be
bonging at our doors to get their picture
token by our Senior Portrait
photographer.
Success? Success con be measured by
a yearbook staff in two ways. One, by
how many awards the book con bring
in in the Notional Press Association contests, and two, by how many memories
the yearbook brings bock in twenty
years when the overage student will
pull it off the shelf. To a good staff, the
two come hand in hand. You use the
guidelines and criteria needed to
achieve the first and it quickly brings
you a very successful second .
When you ore trying to cover "most
of the people , some of the time" you
must aim to cover what will bring bock
those memories twenty years down the
rood . A picture of two people drinking
beers in some obscure off campus living
room just doesn't cut it. The only
memories that type of picture would
bring bock would be those of the twenty ... ok, maybe thirty people that hod
ever been in that room . It is for this
reason that the yearbook must aim in a
much more general area, at the foll
football games, at the residence halls,
at the fraternity parties, at downtown
- Nicks, Catnip, T.P. and on and on .
The photographers often find
themselves in a Cotch-22 situation, to try
and toke pictures of people so they con
see their picture in the book, but to try
and get as many people in the book as
possible, which means toking shots with
more and more people in it, and with
this, you get bock to that overage student who just picked up his yearbook
and the only picture he sees of himself is
the one in the middle of 500 people at
a football game or 250 people in
Murklond 110. All the yearbook staff con
do is try its best to fulfill that soon to be
etched in stone saying, " You con try

and please most of the people some of
the time ... (but you probably won't) ."
As for the 1983 Granite, this year's
staff achieved what is often considered
a miracle by UNH yearbook standards
on on-time book. Delivered and
distributed in September 1983. One way
to describe the 83 staff: a machine how else con you give credit to a staff
that hod over 200 pages completed by
Spring [3reok! A more dedicated group
of yearbook people could not hove
been assembled. This year's staff,
besides completing the 1983 Granite,
also distributed and moiled the 1981 and
1982 books. The staff also hod to deal
with the weight of on advertising and
sponsorship program for the first time in
ten years.
As a staff, everyone that contributed
in the littlest way hod to be proud when
the 1983 book was chosen as one of 11
books in the country by Taylor
Publishing as a sample yearbook that
would be distributed to representatives
oil over the notion. The 1983 Granite
was the first book in New England to
receive this honor in over 30 years.
So, to a degree, we achieved our first
measure of success and hopefully that
means we will also achieve the second
measure of success, but no one will be
able to answer that for twenty years.
As for individual ocolodes, the staff as
a whole must be proud of this piece of
work. Let me thank every member of
the staff; every person that constructed
a layout or snapped a shutter or put a
you oil confew words on paper tributed, and in some way, you oil
helped.
Henri, it was you and I at the very
beginning and it was you and I at the
very end . To spend your graduation
night locked in our darkroom printing
the lost photos for the book is more than
could ever be required of someone. I
don 't need to emphasize your dedication to the book.
[3orb, I bet the ledgers were a lot of
fun. Your expertise in running on
$85,CXJO dollar budget took away what
could hove been even more headaches. I can't thank you enough for
your work .
Judy, it's up to you to keep
everything on track next year. I hope

you treat your production Manager
better than I treated you. It must hove
been hell dealing with me, giving you
something to lay out one day and then
saying I'm going to do it the next. I
hope this year was a learning experience more than anything else for
you.
Jone, you ' re the only one that hod to
start from scratch and you created the
whole advertising program by yourself.
That's a lot to ask in anyone 's book.
Business Manager next year will be a lot
better you'll know how much
money you hove to use.
Roe-Ann , Miss Clutch, you saved
many a beautiful picture spread with
needed copy. The lost month of production you were there pumping out articles by the hour. I never met anyone
with as much energy. This book owes its
balanced appearance to you, thank
you.
Jenn, Miss Exec-Sec, without your
organization my desk would hove been
o total mess. So what if you wouldn't
type my ten page geography paper. I
won't hold that against you. You put up
with more abuse than anyone (except
maybe Jone).
To the rest of the editorial board: Don,
Mike, Moggie, and Martha, you all contributed in your own way and you were
all vital to the book. Please toke pride in
what you hove accomplished here in
one short year.
Cole, the dedication and time you
hove put into this book as Taylor's rep
and as a friend is incredible. It was as if
this book were your own (which, I suppose , to some degree is true) .
Norm, somehow UNH is your special
school. You may represent Yearbook
Associates, but to the staff here at UNH
- you're one of us and we mean it.
but to the staff here at UNH - you 're
one of us and we mean it.
Success? We 've tried, tried the best
we con, and harder. This book
represents many new, radical changes
from the post, the color senior section,
the advertising, the graphic arts and
layout ore all new and eye catching .
Hopefully this book represents the
dividing line between old and new. Between the post 17 out of 25 late yearbooks and what over the next few

years could develop into one of the
best yearbook programs in the
Northeast.
Success? Pull this book off the shelf in
twenty years - in 200J, if we spark just
one fond memory we hove succeeded .
Just one memory of Commencement,
of your major and what you were going to do with it, of classes in Murklond
110 and Parsons 101, of Spring Break in
Florido, the Button, of pledging a fraternity or sorority , of open parties, of the
MUB or of the football and hockey
games. The list goes on and on , if we
con bring bock just one, we hove
succeeded .
Editor? Editor in chief at the Granite?
While you ore editor, it's the least
rewording job in the world. You never
see any of the end product until three
months ofter you finish it. There is
nothing to show, no accomplishment
until ofter the book is distributed over a
year ofter you started it. But, once it is
completed, you hove the finished product of over a year's work . A finished
product that stays with you forever.
Maybe I was looking ahead when I
took the job. Tolk about pressure hired as a second semester freshman, I
hod no idea that the previous three
yearbooks hod yet to be finished . It
almost seemed like I was walking into a
trap .
As the books come out one by one, I
gained more experience than I ever
could hove imagined . Working on four
books in two years throws a lot of different styles and themes at you. It was
probably the best thing. Nothing else
could hove prepared me better for this
year's book.
Success? Let's soy it was forced upon
this year's staff. There is one other old
adage that the yearbook staff is constantly reminded of: " To error is human,
to foul up the yearbook is punishable
by death ."
Sincerely,

John C. Davis
Editor-in-Chief
The 1983 Granite

Thank you,
(A list of people that helped in their
own way)
Julie Joyce
Steve Solera
Reg Lenordson
Ardreo Porker
Pete Sherman
Jon Smith
Renee Romano
Chris Anderson
Robin Peters
Rick P.
Deb Leber
Kim 131evett
Jim " The Stud " W.
T. D. Skeer
Jon 131oke
Ernie Jenness
Jeff Onore
Brion Holl
Jim Singer
Dove Sanborn
Pete Brown
Rich Polowski
Doug Drymon
Lorry Kaplan
UNH Media Services
The New Hampshire
Ted Eynon
Jon Cohen
John Bobineou
Roy Lenordson
MUSO
STUN
Poul Morin

